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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

ONTARIO BEE-KEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION
FOH, 1807.

To the Honorable the Minister of Agriculture :

Dear Sir,—I have the honor to submit herewith the eighteenth Annual Report of 
the Ontario Bee-Keepers’ Association, in which will be found the papers read at the Annual 
Meeting, held in the city of Hamilton, and a full report of the discussions thereon.

The report of the Inspector of Apiaries, and the audited statement of the finances, 
are submitted herewith.

Yours truly,

W. COUSE,
Secretary.
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OFFICERS FOR 1898.

M. B. Holmes, Athens.President,

W. J. Brown, Chard. Arm «tri 
A rr.-tri 
Al|iaugl 
Aiken, ' 
Armatri

Vice-Présidait,

J. L). Evans, Islington. 

W. Covse, Streets ville.

2nd Vice-President,

Secretary, 1 Brenton 
Brown, 
Brown. 
Befit, J, 
Boomer 
Beau 1 in 
Blanche 
Brown, 
Blais, A 
Black, .

Martin Emigh, Holbrook.T censurer,

Directors :

............W. J. Brown, Chard.

.......... J. K. Darling, A'monte.

.............. V. B. Holmes, Athens.

.......... C. W. Post, Trenton

...........J. W. Sparling, Bowman ville.

............ J, D. Evans, Islington.

.............A. Pickett, Nassagaweya.

.............Jas. Armstrong, Cheapside.

.............John Newton, Thamesford,

.............F. A. Gemmki.l, Stratford.

............ W. A. Chrysler, Chatham,

........... Samuel Wood, Mattawa.

.............. K. F. Holtbkmann, Brantford.

j A. E. Hosiial, Beamsville, and 

I Jacob Ali-augh, Oa’t. 

j Wm. McEvoy, Woodburn, and 

I F. A. Gemmell, Stratford, Ass’nt.

District No. 1
•2

Comire.
Cumme
Calder,
Craig, ’
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Cox, XV
Couse,

Dari ini 
Darlini 
Dicksoi 
Dicksc 
Dicker 
Daviso

3

4

5

0

8

9

10 Evans,
Edwar
Emigh
Edmui
Emer«i

11 ....
12 .........

Ontario Agricultural College Fixtur 
Fame 
F renc: 
Frith, 
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Auditors
(»ambi
Gemm 
Gale, 1 
Gemm

Inspectors of A pairies
Heine, 
Holtei 
Holmt 
Hanlo 
Hall, , 
Hosha

A. Pickbtt, Naaaagaweya. 

R. H. Smith, St. Thomas.

Representative to Industrial Exhibition^ Toronto

Representative to Western Fair} London............

Representative to Canada Central Exhibition, Ottawa.. J. K. Darling, Almonte.
Johns'

Kinde
Kelly,Next place of meeting, Guelph.
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LIST OF MEMBERS FOR 1898.

P. O. Address.Name.I1. O. Address.Name.
.thena.

New Dublin.hard. Kenderick, John.............

Lockwood, Burgess ....
Lowey, R........................
Lemieux, P. E., M.D . 
Lepper, M.......................

Milieu, F. J ...................
Minord, D. VV ....... ....
McLaughlin, Alex .......
Mapes, L.........................
Mcknight., R...................
McEvoy, Win ................
Marshall. J. A................

N<‘wton, John ................
Nolan, xVm.....................

Overholt, Israel................
Oitt, Francis .................

Pierie, John ...................
Patterson, R. L..............
Post, C. VV....... ...............
Pickett, A.........................
Pickett, Mrs. A..............
Pierce, M 
Patton, Thos............ ...

Ramage, Thos............
Ross, R. B.............. .
Robinson, G. E ...........

Sloan, VV. H................
Shaw, James................
Sheri iff, G. G..............
Sparling, J. W............
Smith, R. H................
Switzer, J. F................
Stamford, G. H...........
Shaver, J. H................
Smith, H. C ................
Selwyn, P. H..............
Smith, M. B................
Shultz, H. A................
Shantz, Aaron .............
Salten, John R...........
Sibbald, H..................

Taylor, Alex...............
Tomb«», I.....................
Thomas, Joshua.........

Vansickle, Lafayette..

Wood, Samuel.......  .
Wiener, Isaac G.........

j Watson, Charles.........
Will, Ramsay.............

I Wood, George ...........
Whetstone, Josiah ... 
Whiteside, R. F .......

Cheapside. 
R« ickton. 
Galt.
St. Marys. 
Streetsville.

Armstrong, James .
I? Armstrong, Hugh, jr

Alpaugh, Jacob ..............
Aiken, Wm....................
Armstrong, John ..........

Melbourne, 
Woodrows. 
Etchemin, Que. 
Picton.

iDgton.

bsville. Corby ville.
Chard.
Chard.
Balmoral.
Lynwood.
Forestville.
Athens.
Drumquin.
Glen Sanfield.
Sonya.

St. Francois du Lac.,Que 
Florence.
Lancaster.
Brantford.
Streetsville.
Walsh.
Chatham.
Hamilton.
Cookstown.

^ Brenton, F ..............
Brown, VV. J ...........
Brown. Dennis....... ..
Best, J. H..................
Boomer, A ................
Beaupre, M. C...........
Blanchard, Frank ....
Brown, Charles .......
Blais, Adolphe.........

. Black, Alexander ....

4 Comire, A. O., M.D . 
Cummer, D. N...........

• Calder, J. VV..............
Craig, Will J ...........

; Couse, W...................
Calvert, John ...........
Chrysler, W. A .........
Cox, Wm..................
Couse, H ....................

Darling, J. K...........
Darling. S. F............
Dickson, Alexander ..
Dickson, J .................

à Dickerson. E ............
Davison, J. F............

Evans, J. D.............. .
Edwards, Albert.......
Emigh, Martin.........
Edmund son, C.........
Emerson, Wm .........

£ Fixture, John .........
Farmer, Thos. VV ... 
French, Augustine ...

; Frith, James E .......
Fisher, George E ....

* Gamble, James P ...
Gemmell, F. A.........
Gale, Henry E.........
Gemmell, John .......

Heise, D. W............
Holtermann, R. F...
Holmes, M. B...........
Hanlon, Geo............
Hall, J. B..................
Hoshal, A. E ...........

Johnston, Thos. K ...

London.
Martintown.
Cumberland,
Headford.
Owen Sound.
Woodburn.
Binbrook.

Holbrook.

Ihard.
Thamedord. 
Holton, Que.

South Cayuga. 
Darling Road.

Druirquin.
Lynden.
Trenton.
Nassagaweya.
Nassagaweya.
Brinsley
Weetover.

Almonte.

Athens.

?nton

, Bowmanville.

lington.

isagaweya.

, Cheapside. 

Thamesford. 

Stratford.

R, Chatham. 

Mattawa. 

ann, Brantford.

Almonte.
Perth Road. 
Lancaster.
1 hm vegan. 
North Glanford. 
Un ion ville.

Rich view. 
Montreal. 
Hal chi ey.

M.lford.
Kemble.
Clarence.
Bowmanville.
St. Thomas.
Streetsville.
Hamilton.
Cainsville.
Athens.
( Ittawa. 
Grimsby. 
Clontarf. 
Hays ville. 
Wingham. 
Cookeville.

Islington. 
Rockland. 
Holbrook. 
Branth >rd.

( htawa. 
Ancaster.
North Glanford.
Princeton.
Freeman.

/Beamsville, and

[, Ga'.t. Cumberland. 
Stratford. 
Ormstown, Que.
Lanark.Woodburn, and Paris.

Alexandria.
Dracon.Bet head a.

Brantford.
Athens.
Hamilton.
Woodstock.
Beamsville.

Stratford, Ass’nt.
Trinity.

Nottawa. 
South Cayuga. 
Brantford. 
Hamilton.
Eri smus.
St. Marys. 
Little Britain.

ssagaweya. 

t. Thomas.
A

North Gower.
Almonte.

?Rockingham.
Cathcart.

Kinder. Jos. Dr 
Kelly, Chas ....

1 1I
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

^î^eceniber^t^l'sg”1 °f receipts antl exl,enditure of Ontario Bse-keepers's
Association

Rkckii'ts. Kxpïniiitürk.
Balance from last 
Membership fees . 
Affiliated fees... 
Legislative grant

S6ti 17 
122 00 

4.5 00 
500 00

year Grants to affiliated societies ................... $180
“ Industrial Exhibition. . .. .... 25

Western Fair .......................... ](j
Central Canada Fair...........  10

„ . Central Canada Fair for 1806 . 5
I eriodicals to members.............................. 93
Executive, revising and freight rate, and

Other committee expenses.......
Printing, postage and stationery ..
Secretary's salary............................
Treasurer’s salary........................
Directors’ and officers’ travelling ex|

and allowance for hoard....................
Stenographic r»|>ort last annual meeting , 
hngrossmg resolution for family of the

late Allen Pringle ............................
Auditor’s expenses...................................
Miscellaneous ........................
Balance on hand......................

Total.......

54

- I; ■

136

4

Total $723 17

W e, the undersigned auditors, have examined the 
above account, and report all correct.

$723 17

accounts and vouchers, as per

Jno. Newton, \ . ..
A. E Hoshal, f Aud“or8.

Hamilton, December 8th, 1897.
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ONTARIO BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

ANNUAL MEETING
The eighteenth annual meeting of the Ontario Bee-keepers’ Association was held in 

the Court Hous1, in the city of Hamilton, on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 
December 7th, 8th and 9 th, 1898.

The President, Mr. J. K. Darling, called the meeting to order at two o’clock p.m. 
The Secretary, Mr. Wm. Couse, read the minutes of the last annual meeting, which, 

on motion, were confirmed as read, and signed by the President.
sociation

THE PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

93 By J. K. Darling, Almonte.id

54 Another season has passed by and wo are again met together to compare results and 
lay plans for the future. The past season has been a varied one, the bee-keepers in some 
localities securing a fairly good yield of first-class honey, while in others there was very 
little, and in some places none whatever of a first-class article, stored by the little 
workers.

. 136

In some sections there was a small flow of dark honey in the fall, an! in others the 
bees secured barely enough for winter stores, and a good number of colonies have had to 
be fed. As a consequence prices are firm, and the surplus of last year is likely to 
disappear before another season opens.

As an Association we can congratulate ourselves on making progress. Sime years 
this advance is not as pronounced as at other time, yet “ Onward ’’ is the word, and we 
are living fairly up to it. If we take a statement made by the President of the Dairy
men’s Association of Eastern Ontario, at their annual meeting held in Brockville last 
January, and compare our work with theirs, we will have no cause to feel disheartened. 
After referring to the vast amount of butter and cheese which Ontario expo' Is to Eng
land, he says : “ Now, how lias this b ien brought about 1 In the first place, by organizing
a dairymen’s convention at lugersoll thirty years ago this spring with the motto of 
‘ Progress.' For the first 'ourteen years all that the Association did was to hold conven
tions, to teach cheese an cutter makers while attending, and holding of cheese shows.” 
Surely our record is as good as that, and while we cannot hope to accomplish as much as the 
dairymen can accomplish, or to increase the industry of bee keeping to thr magnitude of 
the butter and cheese trade, there is plenty of room for advancement. The work of the 
Association must be mainly along the line of education, and I think wo ought to begin at 
once to push that branch of our work with more vigor than we have ever done in the 
past. It is that kind of work that has placed the dairy interest of the Do ninion in the 
front rank as it stands to-day.

There have been no complaints of adulteration during the past year, owing no doubt 
to the efficient work done in the Inland Revenue Department at Ottawa ; and it is my 
opinion that with the law as it is now, and a proper watchfulness on the part of honey

4

. 8723 17

, as per
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8 ONTARIO BEE-KEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION.
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producers, we will not have much trouble with adulterated honey. It is a matter upon 
which we can congratulate ourselves that not one of the adulterated samples was traced 
to a bee keeper, and that the most of the samples which were adulterated with glucose 
were traced directly or indirectly to one firm in Montreal, and further that the most of 
the adulterated samples secured were si cured within a radius of that city. This is a 
matter that ought to be proclaimed from one end of the Dominion to the other, thus 
allaying the distiust that has arisen regarding pure honey. Only one sample in fifteen 
was found to be adulterated, ar d that in a limited area. *

Regarding a standai d for the specific gravity of honey, we are very much at a loss as 
yet how to procted. 1 he fact that the percentage of water in the samples analyzed at 
Ottawa ranged all the way lrom 12 to 33 per cent, would show at once that much more 
must be done before any di finite conclusion can be reached. This woik we now have 
before us.

The Foul Brood Inspector’s report will be laid before you, and if it is taken up and 
discussed by this meeting, you will learn that there is a large amount of association work 
to be done in that field.

The educating of the masses in regard to ihe use of honey, and thereby increasing 
our home market, is a matter deserving the attention of this association quite as much 
as teaching those who wish to keep bees how to care for them.

The programme which is placed before you will provide an opportunity for eaah one 
present to contribute something to our store of bee knowledge.

I hope that the friends who looked forward after last year’s meeting with the expec
tation that our meetings in future would be less turbulent and more harmonious and 
useful, will not be disappointed.

a cer

the
Orde
ingrr
want
rate
will

1 thank you for the confiden.e placed in me a year ago in elevating me to the posi
tion 1 now occupy, and I trust that you will assist me in making these raietings both 
pleasant and useful during the few hours I shall remain in my present position.

ADULTERATION OF HONEY.
I thBy Mr. R F. Holtermann, Brantford. that
willA question was brought up at the last annual meeting by Dr. Macfarlane, of the 

Department of Inland Revenue, in regard to the percentage of water to be found in 
honey. That was a question of very vital importance to the bee-keeping industry. 
In travelling about the country I find that there is altogether too much honey which 
has been taken from the hive at a time when it is not properly ripened, and when it has 
too large a percentage of water. You remember last year a resolution was passed asking 
the Department of Inland Revenue to make some regulation, after consulting with 
the Executive Committee, in regard to that percentage of water,

Now, we know that if honey is taken from the hive before it is properly ripened, or 
before a proper percentage of moisture has been taken from it, it has not that flavor 
which is pleasing to the palate, and which it is absolutely necessary it should have, if we 
are going to develop our markets to the highest possible degree. We are living in 
tion o( country which has perhaps been educated to a greater extent upon this subject 
than other portions of the Dominion You must remember that this is now a Dominion 
matter, and if we ask the Dominion Government to do a certain thing it will cover the 
entire Dominion. If you go into the stores of Ottawa, fall after fall, you find that the 
honey i ut upon the market by local men there is largely put up in pickle bottles and 
corked, and all you have to do is to turn that bottle upside down to see that it is exceed
ingly thin and there is a large percentage of water in it ; and when the consumer puts
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9ONTARIO BEE KEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION.

he should V>e.that upon the table the result is that he is not pleased with the honey as 
Many are not aware as to what the trouble is, and the result is that the consumption of 
honey is curtailed by putting such an article upon the market These men who put iheir 
honey upon the market before it is properly ripened are simply feeding and living upon 
the good reputation which the bettf r article has gained throughout the Dominion. The 
price of honey is reduced by putting such an article upon the raaiket, for it costs more 
and is a greater expense to produce an article with a heavy specific gravity. 1 do not 
think that there are any two views upon that question Now, it appears to me, it is not 
so exceedingly difficult. When I first brought this question up in the Department of 
Inland Revenue, Sir Henry Joly was there, and the Deputy Minister of Inland Revenue 
and Dr Macfarlane, and they seemed to think that it was qui De possible to do that, and 
if we knew what we wanted they would be prepared to pass an Order in-Oouncil giving 
us what we wished There would be no expense j we do not propose incurring the 
expense of going to the House—it is simply passing the Order in-Oouncil giving us the 
Act. Let us ask for only a certain percentage of water to be found in honey ; let us put 
that down upon a safe basis ; let us fix a limit, and as we find that is workable, and if it 
is desirable, we can decrease that percentage, and the tendency will be to educate bee
keepers in iégard to that fact ; and if the consumer can be taught to judge honey bet er 
in that respect, and so he educated in that direction, we will accomplish something. I 
admit that we should be careful, but I am still of the view that we should work in that 
direction.
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Mr. F A Gemmkll : Is it that honey should not be allowed to be sold unless it has 

a certain specific gravity 1
Mr. Holtermann : Just as it is with regard to certain other products ; there is in 

the Dominion Statutes an Act which allows the Department of Inland Revenue, by 
Order in-Council, to see that there shall not be beyond a certain percentage of certain 
ingredients in certain things ; that covers not only honey but foods generally. What we 
want is that the percentage of water shall be limited in honey, and let us fix it at such a 
rate that unless a person puts upon the market something which is absolutely good he 
will not come up to that law.

Mr. Gemmkll : The only way would be to class it.
Mr. Holtermann : Wc had better keep it on the safe side.
Mr. J. D. Evans : Unless there is some very great evil arising in this connection 

I think we ought to go slow, and I am a little afraid it would give consumers the idea 
that the bee-keepers were mixing water with their honey, and if that idea gets abroad it 
will probably injure the sales of honey. How many ot the members of the Association 
find this practised to any great extent 1 Let us find that out, and if it is not a subject 
that is worth taking up, and if it is not injuring the sale of honey at the present time, I 
think I womd g i very slow in taking any action for fear we create another suspicion as 
to the honey we produce.

Mr. J. B. Hall : I find in my apiary—I do not know how it is in others—that some 
colonifs of bees will not give heavy honey. I am speaking now of comb honey, not 
extracted ; the extracted would be under our own control. Some racrs ot bees will not 
give heavy honry, and how are we to get over this difficulty 1 as far as the percentage 
of water in our honey is concerned, I am afraid that we will have to kill a lot of our 
bees—and perhaps it is better that we should kill them. I find such a difference in 
stocks of bees sitting alongside of each other, feeding in the same field, and, we suppose, 
from the same food. One gives a heavy, smooth, oily production, and the other is a very 
thin, watery production. One will keep and the other will not. The watery honey 
has just as fine a flavor as the other but it deteriorates. It is rather a difficult matter 
for us to get over.

Mr. Holtermann : Does Mr. Hall ever find that the products that he speaks of is as 
thin as some of that which he finds upon the mai ket 1 I am admitting that there is a great 
difference in the ripeness of honey ; that is, one class of bees will ripen honey and it wi’l
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not have anything like the specific gravity, while the percentage of water will be much 
more than in another. But I am talking of an article which goes beyond that and which 
has a great deal more water in it, and it is that article we want to try and prohibit.

Mr. 11 ai.l : That is what we commonly term green. The trouble is to get the specific 
gravity of water in the green honey. I am speaking ol comb honey. 1 do not know 
what percentage of water there is in this honey which I have spoken about, but I know 
that it is not as thick aa I would like it.

Mr. Holtermann : The proposition ia not at all to deal with comb honey.
Mr. Shutt was asked for an opinion on the subject, and said : From what I remem

ber of the subj.ct, however, the English analysts have said that the percentage of 
water in honey is subj >ct to certain fluctuations, within certain small limits, and 
that usually the percentage of water in genuine honey vaiios bt tween eighteen 
and jwe”ty per cent. There have been examples in which the water has far 
exceeded that amount, however, and I believe there are genuine honeys with as much as 
twenty-five per cent, of water. So that I presume what Mr. Holtermann is speakin» 
of, and what he wants legislation for, is to prevent the sale of honey when the percentage 
of water it contains exceeds, say, the latter quantity, twenty-five per cent I should 
judge twenty-five per cent, as an outside limit, because I know in England that twenty 
per cent, is looked upon as a good average percentage of water in honey. You would 
be quite safe 1 should say in putting it at twenty five per cent., and consider honey 
containing more than that as adulterated. The law you refer to is an adulteration law. 
When the law comes to treat of the matter it will call additional water, whether left in 
or added, an adulteration ; it could not speak of it by any other term.

Mr. Frith : 1 understand from certain experiments which were made at Ottawa 
that the percentage ranges from twelve to thirty per cent.

Mr. Shutt : We at the Experimental Farm have done nothing with regard to 
estimating the percentage of water in honey. The Inland Revenue Department conducted 
the test. When I quoted eighteen to twenty per cent. I said those figures were the 
limits, usually, of the percentage of water in honey, but samples of honey had been 
analyzed that went as high as twenty-five per cent.

Mr. Frith : There do 86e™ 80me difficulties in regard to fixing the percentage 
as -Mr. Hall has said, he finds some honey with a great deal more water or 

very much thinner, the consistency is not as great : and as another speaker suggested, if 
we commence to legislate along this line perhaps it may augment ideas which are now 
existing against honey in the way of adulteration ; and it does seem to me, it would be 
very hard or somewhat difficult for bee-keepers throughout the country, especially small 
bee-keepers. They would need to have this honey analyzed in order to find the specific 
gravity before they could sell it. I think there was something done along this line, or 
was talked of being done, in th- butter business. If there was anything ever done in 
regard to the butter business we might find out from them how it works.

Mr. R. F. Holtermann: I

of water ;

very much pleased to have heard Mr Shutt's remarks, 
practical chemist, and I think from the view he has expressed that there will be 

no difficulty in fixing a percentage which would be entirely safe. In regard to the idea 
that we might arouse certain suspicions in the consumers’ minds, I think that can be 
said of every piece of useful legislation, especially every Act in connection with adultera
tion. And more than that, that is what we want to do. We want to arouse the con
sumer s ideas upon the subject. 1 spoke at the Pure Food Exposition in Toronto the 
other day, and 1 made a point of telling them exactly how to judge good honey. The 
sooner we can do that the sooner we will put bee-keeping upon the right basis—where 
bee keepers must produce a good article to get rid of it—and the sooner will we have an 
article sold upon its merits ; so that when a man produces a good article he is going to 
get the benefit of it, and when a man tries to sell a poor article to a consumer he will 
get only the benefit of that. It appears to me it is quite within the bounds of practi- 
.. ibmty. Let us fix that percentage upon such a basis that the honest bee keeper—the
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man who is anxious to produce a well ripened product—will not need to fear the Act one 
particle, and the rest will have to come to time.

Mr. J. B. Hai.l : You need not test it ; if you get a honey that will weigh twelve 
pounds to the wine gallon you need not have any analysis. I think Mr. Holtermann will 
buy that honey for any market he may have to supply ; but, I was speaking about the 
killing of the bees themselves. Of course, in taking extracted honey, you can double the 
quantity of honey per colony if you take it unripe. I have suffered considerable from 
these unripe people, for they are very unripe in judgment, otherwise they would not do 
such a thing. But, there is the greatest difficulty in the bees themselves This much 
we know, if you take the comb honey of two hives of bees alongside of each other, gath
ering from the same field, one will be a beautiful waxy honey and the other will be very 
thin ; if you put a pin into the cappings of the comb it will empty every cell. That is 
something I can’t account for, unless it is the race or stock of bees that does the trick.

Mr. William Oousk : What race of bees do that!
Mr. Hall: I was simply talking of the stock, not the breed. Some of them do not 

ripen their honey, and you cannot get them to ripen it early.
Mr. Couse : Is there any difference between Blacks, Italians and Cyprians 1

Mr. Hall: I am speaking about the bees that we raise from our own Italians, 
mating with some other outside brands ; we find an occasional stock of bees that give us a 
lot of honey that is not tit to sell and will not keep.

The President: I would like to know how many of the members present have seen 
the report from the Inland Revenue Department.

Mr. Hall : 1 found it useful in several cases, so useful that one man has appro
priated it.

The President : I think that if the percentage of water as mentioned by Mr. 
Shutt should be established, a great many persons who supplied samples to the Inland 
Revenue Department, will have to take them back and ripen them over. We have 
shown there, and it is pronounced genuine honey, such percentages as the following : 
23.50, 25, 21.40, 26.20, 22.80, 26.90, 21.30, 24.90, 24, 21, 25.30, 27 40, not clear; sedi
ment observed, adulterated with starch glucose. That is one of the samples that was 
traced indirectly to a Montreal firm As stated there, I think with two exceptions, all 
the samples adulterated with glucose were traced directly or indirectly to one firm in 
Montreal. 27.50 from the same city was obtained from another man, but they had 
obtained their supply from the same men that the other supply was obtained from, and 
this man obtained his supplies wholesale from the Montreal firm. 27.20, genuine ; that 
was obtained from T. It. Davies ; it does not give the name of the producer : crystals; 
brownish y.-llow. 23.7 clear; yellow, thick, grossly adulterated with starch glucose; 
that was obtained from a man in Ottawa who supplied the retailers, and he himself 
obtained his supply from the Montreal firm. 15.56, 15.68, 15.18 and 17.08.

Mr. Hall : Is that a different analyst, o: the same analysis ?
The President: It may be a different analyst. The way they did it was to secure 

the samples and have them analyzed by the analyst that was appointed. If there was 
any dispute or doubt about it, it was re analyzed at Ottawa.

Mr. Gemmkll : Are you giving all those samples as tested by the one analyst 1
The President : Yes. 15.56, pollen grains ; honey mixed with cane sugar. 15.68, 

15.18, 15.19, no pollen grains; adulterated by admixture with starch syrup, or glucose. 
That was a sample obtained in Toronto ; it was manufactured or furnished by the West 
Virginia Preserving Co., Wheeling, West Va. 16.93 genuine; 16.15 pollen grains; 
genuine; 14 73, 15.21, 16.43, pollen grains; honey mixed with cane sugar. Second 
analysis, probably adulterated with cane sugar. What I rerd from this down was all 
said to be genuine, 16 10, 17.39, 16.99, 16 28, 17 97, 16 94, 17.55, 17.15, 14.86, 15.20, 
13.70, 15.20, 32.7, not adulterated; no foreign substance detected.

Mr. Hall : That might be ; there is a lot of water in it.
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The President : Roth of these samples were obtained in Seaforih, Ontario. 27 6, 
30.4,26 8—those three samples were obtained from Woodstock, from Mr. J. B Hall, 
bee-keeper ; 27 6 was clover honey, 30.4 buckwheat honey, and 26.8 pure clover honey. 
When 1 glanced over this, and I well remember what we had been appointed to do 
executive committee, and when I saw men’s names connected with it who had a large 
percentage of water in their honey, I calculated that we 
we could arrive at any definite conclusion 
three samples were obtained from Ingersoll. 25.4 is from Mr. John Newton of Thames- 
ford. 28 2, from Turville Bros., London ; the producer was W. Fulton, Brewster P. 0. 
24.2. I wish to say just here that three all passed as genuine honeys, ani there is no 
disparagement in my reading those nanns, but I am giving these prints just to show that 
we have a difficult problem before us. 27.5, 25 06 ; these two are from Stratford, A. 
Beattie & Oo.; they were not the producers. The next three samples are from Tilson- 
burg, 29.1, 29 7 and 26 5 ; two from St. Thomas, H. 11. Waddell and S. Pettit.

Mr. Gemmell: The honey which you mentioned from Stratford was not my honey, 
but my honey was sold there.

The President : Then there was one sample obtained from Winnipeg that had 14 62 
percentage, adulterated with cane sugar. Down towards the bottom, after getting 
through with Winnipeg, there is R. F. Holtermann, Brantford, from thistle and bass
wood, 20.28, crystalized.

Mr. Holtermann : I sent to Dr. Macfarlane two samples of honey, one, the thinnest, 
that I thought ought to be allowed upon the market and the other one better ripened ; 
he got them from me and he knew that I sent them, and I sent them purposely.

The President: From clover honey, from the same gentleman, 27.10; this is 
maiked as though it was crystallized.

Mr. Holtermann : Yes, it was granulated. The crystallization has nothing to do 
with it, that is simply granulation.

The President : The first thing was to have those that had the matter at heart and 
wished to have a good pure article put upon the market, to have their honey tested. I 
tried last year when the matter was up to have it tested according to the specific gravity.

Mr. Holtermann: Where does the marked distinction come ini You propose 
specific gravity and we propose a percentage of water.

The President : If we have to take the percentage of water, we cannot find it 
without having the honey anale zed.

Mr. Holtermann : It is exactly the same thing; there is no difference between the

as an

had a good deal to do yet before 
27.2, 26 2, 28.7, 23 8, 30 8, 27 5 ; the last

two.
The President : If we take the epecific gravity, any instrument that will test 

specific gravity for syrup will test the specific gravity of honey, and every 
his own.

man can test

Mr. Holter.man : We might ask Mr. Shutt if the two propositions are not
identical.

Mr. Shutt : There is only a little misunderstanding between Mr. Holtermann and 
Mr. Darling; of course, ihe results are identical, but the means of getting at it are 
different. Mr. Darling means to say that it is quite within the means of every bee
keeper to test his own honey by means of the specific gravity test, but it is not within 
his means and power to test by determining directly in honey the percentage of water. 
The lesults would be the same, but one the bee keeper can do and the other he cannot.

Mr. Holtermann : There is no difference, the result is exactly the same, and Mr. 
Shutt admits that. If he reaches a certain specific gravity, then he must reach a certain 
percentage of w ater. An Order-in Council allows you to limit the percentage of certain 
matter, but an Order-in-Ccuncil could not bepassid saying honey shall have a certain 
specific gravity. Dr. Macfarlane told me that. We want to catch these forty per cent, 
boys; that is what we are after.
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The President : I was just saying that if we take the specific gravity test, every 
bee-keeper could test his own honey, and he could ascertain to his own satisfaction the 
amount of water that it contained. If we take a sample of honey that will test fourteen 
and a half pounds per gallon, imperial measure -I have an instrumsat and have tested it 
at home, and it is a pretty still sample of honey—and add twenty-eight pounds of water 
to it, we still have a mixture that will weigh thirteen and a quarter pounds per 
gallon. That is the result, and any person who has gone far enough in arithmetic can 
satisfy himself, if he tests his honey by the specific gravity test, as to the percentage of 
water it contains over and above what it ought to contain ; if he cannot w„rk it out, 
there are certain tables which he can get. The instrument which I spoke of registers 
just like a thermometer, and he knows whether his honey is heavy or not.

Mr. Holtrrmann : Representatives from this Association should co-operate with the 
representatives appointed by the Department of Inland Revenue at Ottawa, the Dominion 
Experimental Farm and the Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph, and that that com
mittee should try to secure a dozen or more samples of honey capped in the hive, and the 
percentage of water should be recorded, and that they report to this meeting a year from 

That will give us somewhat of a data to work upon, and I believe we will be actingnow.
in the right direction.

Mr. Frith : In regard to this matter, it is going to be a very difficult one ; in the 
first place, we have really no such a thing as honey. I do not know whether that is new 
to bee keepers or not, we have no element by the name of honey.

Mr, Holtkrmann : We have no element by the name of pork or butter.
Mr. Frith : But we have a compound made of different things, and that varies in 

different honey-i in proportion ; the proportion of these things mixed together varies in 
honey not only from year to year, but from locality to locality ; these specific gravities 
all vary, it is greater in some and less in others Water has one specific gravity, glucose 
has another, grape sugar has another and cane sugar has another ; and these are all in 
honey. I do not see how we can arrive at this matter ; by the report of the Inland 
Revenue Department the percentage of water varies from fifteen up to forty-two per cent".

The President : That is a mistake, thirty-three per cent, is the highest.
Mr. Frith : I do not know how we are going to arrive at these figures ; I am not a

chemist.
The President : That forty-two per cent, is of glucose.
Mr. Frith : There is honey that is produced by the best bee-keepers in this Province 

and perhaps in Canada, in which the percentage of water was high and the specific 
gravity low.

Mr. Holtkrmann : That is a mis ake. I find in all these tests here that the per
centage of saccharine matter varies according to the specific gravity.

Mr. Frith : Do these experiments which have been presented to us to day vary in 
accordance with the water 1 Can you say fifteen per cent, of water will give a certain 
specific gravity 1

Mr. Holtermann : Very closely. I would like to ask Mr. Frith one question. 
That objection in regard to the percentages varying, holds good to even a greater extent 
in milk, and there is legislation in regard to milk and why shall we not have it in regard 
to honey 1

Mr, Firth : We may get it ; I hope we can.
Mr. M B. Holmes : Mr. Shutt has told us that the specific gravity test is the 

practical one, and the same thing as analyzation, and that being admitted it does seem to 
me, and I do not want to go on record as being opposed to everything good, that an 
Order-in-Oouncil regulating the quantity of water admissib'e in honey might easily con
vey a wrong impression to the world. Would not people be inclined to question some
thing like this: “ Oh, we didn’t know that you put any water in your honey, and we see
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an Order-in Council stating just how much water you will be allowed to put in your 
honey.” Might there not come a danger jmt there 1 And then another point, inasmuch 
as it is pretty generally admitted that there is a very great difference in honey that has 
been sealed over, might there not be a danger of treating some one unjustly by an Order- 
in-Oouncil ?

Mr. Shutt : The fact that the specific gravity test gives the same result as to the 
percentage of water needs some qualification. If the honey has had no sugar, glucose or 
syrup added to it, then the specific gravity test will give you the percentage of water, or 
the percentage of honey sugar in it ; that is, supposing the only adulteration suspected is 
that of water ; but, you can easily understand, that if such materials as 1 have men
tioned had been added to honey to adulterate it, then the specific gravity would not 
necessarily give you the percentage of water in the honey. If you are not looking for 
the percentage of water only, and you can assume that the rest of the honey is genuine 
as prepared by the bers, then the specific gravity test will give you approximately the 
data that you wish, the same data that you would obtain by analyzing the honey and 
ascertaining the percentage of water. There were one or two remarks made by Mr. Dar
ling that I should like to correct, for I must not go on these minutes as being misunder
stood. When I was spoken to with regard to this question I do not speak as an 
authority, and I mentioned the fact that 1 was not quoting from memory, and that I had 
not come prepared to speak authoritively upon the sulject. Mr. Darling misunderstands 

when he thinks I suggested a standard. I am of opinion that we have not sufficient
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data as yet to establish a standard, 
that genuine honeys contain somewhere in the neighborhood of from 18 to 20 per cent, 
of water, but that there were genuine honeys on record which ran as high as 25 per 
cent. What I say is, that if there are sufficient data to show that genuine honey does 
not reach beyond a certain limit, then legislation may fix that limit by law. It is a 
question of chemistry entirely. It seems to me that the data that has been put forward 
in that bulletin constitute our only collection of Canad'an data on this sulject; it is an 
extiemely valuable investigation, but it has not been taken up with the point in view 
that we are discussing, and it probably therefore will be highly desirable to have such a 
committee appointed as Mr. Holtermann has suggested, to secure samples of genuine 
honeys from various sourer s over large geographical areas, at points distinct from one 
another, and samples of honey elaborated by different rares of bees, and from different 
kinds of flowers, basswood, clover, etc. The analysis of these samples would show if any 
conclusion can be arrived at, if any deduction can be made, as to this question of the per
centage of water in genuine honey. Would there be any ir justice if a limit were fixed Î 
You must know that milk fluctuates much, and there are on record plenty of cases of 
genuine milk which would be accounted adulterated bylaw. If milk is sold in a city 
tith two and a half per cent, butter-fat and eight per cent, solids not fat, the law says 
that is adulterated ; the man swears that the milk is just as it came from the cow ; the 
law says, we cannot help that, the law has fixed a standard and the milk falls below it.
I mention such a case as an illustration. If you take the milk of the whole herd it 
would erme up to three per cent, of fat, the limit, at lease, but isolated cases might very 
occasionally fall below it. In regard to that word "genuine” in Mr. Macfarlane’s 
report I am not here to interpret it ; I hesitate to do it. But I doubt if he used that 
word " genuine ” with respect to the percentage of water in that honey. What I think 
he meant by that word was that it had not added to it glucose, syrup, cane sugar or other 
saccharine matter. I think the idea he wished to convey was that no extraneous sugars 
or su»ar compounds had been added to that honey. I think when he comes here, and 
you ask him the question, he will say that was really the idea that was uppermost in bis 
mind when he used the term.

Mr. J. B. Hall : It means that the honey is genuine ; that it simply has water in it.
Mr. Gemmell: I think that is generally understood, that it has no foreign admix

ture put in it.
Mr. Shutt : If you read that bulletin you will see that Dr. Macfarlane covers this 

point of water. I am not insinuating anything, but I do say this : that Dr. Macfarlane
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very guarded, because in that bulletin you will see that he says he could not, from 
the data that was at hand, come to any conclusion as regards the percentage of water. 
He did not feel himself able, from the data on hand, just to say what percentage there 
should be, and if he had not come to any conclusion as to that, it is certain that he did 
not intend that to be included by the word “ genuine. "

Mr. Gf.mmull : Does Mr. Holtermann think the honey he saw in Ottawa was adul
terated with the addition of water by those retailing it, or was it the product of those 
who harvested it 1

Mr. Holtermann : I have seen it from year to year, and it is bottled and corked in 
pickle bottles, and I have every reason to believe that it was unripe when put upon the 
market, - received from the producers. Those samples were not taken particularly with 
a view to the percentage of water, but simply the foreign matter added. If we get these 
samples from all over the country, or wherever we see fit or whei >ver they see fit, then 
we will take only the capped honey, and in that way we will begin to get some sort of 
data in regard to that question, which will be something, I believe, which has never been 
done before.

Mr. Ghmmbll : There is a great difference in the specific gravity of different honeys. 
In regard to 18 and 20 per cent., genuine honeys run from 18 up to sometimes 30 per 
cent., and if we can fix a standard of say 25 per cent., I do not know after all that there 
would be any particular harm in doing it. As far as the percentage of water is con
cerned, the public know that there must be water in honey.

Mr. Shutt : If ycu wish to obtain a standard, samples of undoubted purity would 
have to to be analysed in comparatively large numbers. It is a first requisite that these 

' j should be reliable samples, and to get such they should be collected by thoroughly con 
= scientious and expert men. The samples must then be banded over to the chemists, 
i might say with confidence that the Dominion Minister of Agriculture is rnxious to assist 

you in any way possible, and for my own part we shall be very glad to co-operate with 
I the Inland Revenue Department, and make such analyses conjointly. If you induce the 
( Inland Revenue Department to take up this matter I think 1 might, without any hesi • 
■ tation, say we would do our part, providing the work was not too great.

Mr. Hall : There is one thing with regard to the difficulty of getting data. One 
r year we get honey and the second day after it is gathered it is fit for consumption ; 

another year we will have wet, drizzly, old country weather and we cannot get honey 
that is tit to put onto the market, it makes no difference what we do. If this honey is 
gathered and presented for analyzation in a wet season the percentage will be very differ- 

pe ent to what it would be in a dry season.
Mr. Shutt : Are there any data to show that 1
Mr Hall : I am speaking as a practical apiarist ; I know noth'ng about chemistry. 

As a practical apiarist I say that in a good basswood flow and a very hot dry season you 
get your honey two days from the time it is gathered, fit to go upon the market as a 
first-class article, and if you get a wet season you may keep it four weeks or six weeks 
and it is not good then. I do not know of any data. I will second Mr. Holtermann’s 
motion.
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The President put the motion which, on a vote having been taken, was declared.
carried.

MANAGEMENT OF BEES IN SPRING.

ireign admix-
The spring management of bees should commence the previous autumn. Though 

this may lound like a Hibernianism, yet it is true that upon the condition in which 
bees go into winter quarters, and upon their wintering, depend the profit of the next 
season.

ourle covers this 
r. Macfarlane

By J. W. Sparling, Bowmanvillk.ls water in it.
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They should he strong in numbers, well supplied with stores, and have a young queen. 
These conditions being present, with reasonable care in wintering, spring dwindling need 
have few terrors, and necessary spring management is reduced to a minimum.

The matter of having voung q™ ns I am coming to regard as of the first importance ; 
a failing queen at this time meaning an unprofitable colony for the season I am aware 
that it is generally held as being the better plan to let the bees do their own 
superseding. This may possibly be correct where Italians are kept, but where the bees 
are of mixed blood, as is the case in most apiaries, there are too many failing queens, and 
const quently unproductive colonies when the superseding is left entrrely to the bees, and 
I would be disposed to advise replacing all queens after their second season.

Setting out the hers in spring is something to which I find myself looking eagerly 
forward. While this may stem a simple matter yet it is fraught with some perplexities. 
For instance : Shall we return each colony to the stand occupied by it during the previous 
fall ? Shall we set them out in irregular order and only part of them at a time ? Or 
shall we put them out without regard to previous position, in regular order and all at 
once ! I don’t know that it is the best, but for me 1 find the last mentioned the most 
convenient way.

When shall we put them out? I do not deem it wise to defer putting out the bees 
until late in the spring ; opinion seems to be veering around to early setting out We used 
to be told to leave the bees in until the soft maples bloom, but that is usually too late, 
for if left in the ordinary cellar so late, they will suffer more loss ot vitality and numbers 
than would be the case if they were set out at the end of March or beginning of April, 

the weather seems to promise to remain fine for a few days.
The bees being out, our first care is to see that they are well supplied with stores- 

as a shortage at this time means a heavy loss in the returns I usually, in setting out 
the bees, mark the light hives with an entrance block, and later give them combs of 
honey saved over from the previous fall or from colonies that have died during the winter, 
and 1 will admit 1 usually have a few. Lacking the combs of honey 1 prefer to fill combs 
with extracted honey thinned with hot water. All the examination the heavy colonies 
receive at this time is generally limited to raising the front of the hive and glancing up 
between the esmbs

As the bees are now on their summer stands the qui stion arises : To pack 
to pack. I would say do not, as it will not pay for the labor. This conclusion 1 have 
a,rived at from comparing results from my colonies wintered outside which are left packed 
until about time to put on supers, and cellar-wintered ones which are never packed at all.

Some eminent beekeepers have said that the bees by their clustering form a natural 
hive, and so retain the heat. This, I believe, is largely true ; nor do I think we can aid 
them to any great extent by division boards or cushions. While I believe this to be 
so in practice I endeavor to keep them as tight as possible on top To aid in this direc 
tiôn I spread a newspaper or two on the thin board which is over the bees, and crowd 
down the cover. The covers telescope half an inch over the hives.

This is generally all I do until first bloom appears, during the season of which I like 
to clip my queens, as I consider it advantageous to have all queens clipped, and think 
this the best time—before the hives get too full of bees. Mr Hutchinson says he was 
brought to favor clipping by having so many five dollar arguments in its favor, meaning 
absconding swarms.

If spring feeding is at any time profitable, it is between apple bloom and clover, and, 
to quote Dr. Miller, “ I don’t know," but think if one has any low-priced honey it can be 
used to advantage at this time.

Another matter which rightly comes under spring management is spreading brood to 
increase the colonies’ strength. Although I fancy it is but little practised, yet by a care
ful person it may, I think, be done to some advantage. But the novice as a rule will be 
safer to leave it alone, and the beekeeper with many colonies has not usually the time to 
v've to that which is at least a matter of doubt.
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Mr. Hall : This is the nearest thing tc.the.best method^ spring management that 

I know of. I can endorse him in-^jft'^nt'sUnds and in about an hour after we had

A ™ s aïi twrsi
S5BS. iLMtaTmtiiSS
puteng i«"l mua'l î ht», to go h«t on the» ».t- m.pl. bloom t.llo.., .nd 1 -»»t 

to put them out on the first of March if they can fly.
Mr. Sparling : The season with you is a couple of weeks earlier.

»«• BEBEHEEBt-HÿrEc

Mr. Gbmmell :
stands 1 There is a peg put in the tree along side of

Mr Hall : I do not number my hives.
the stand lettered A, B, 0, and----  .

Mr Gbmmell- I moved some bees from the country into my yard and Iwatodto
«L'bSTà. »»» -î. i «.»d .»d,i

and when I take them out in the spring there wil McEvoy will tell you
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more about that f he is here. He has visit a K f hav/accompimied him on a
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put over the hive.
Mr. Hall : Try a few next spring and let the sun get at them.
Mr Dickenson : The expense is just in once getting the cases. I have got two

on. 1. 1.1.0k, u u “ J£',KStn5 SUZt&A - .p-i.1!

sstîKSïf -”.o nL 5“ ïdÏÏXÏÏhT-i “ .... «me. acceptable.
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first y tar, and I think there is quite a benefit frcm spring packing.

Mr. Gbmmell : Why don’t you pack in the fall 1 , T
I have tried it, but I think I am more successful in the method I 
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successful at out door wintering, hut I have not been successful. 1 am very successful 
with cellar wintering, and therefore I follow what I am most successful with.

Mr. Sparling: My observation would lead me
you speak of, in the spring, would be worse than useless.

Mr. Dickenson : We all know that there are little features in connection with the 
business all through that a live man will be equal to. 1 simply go along on a nice sunny 
day and I take ( ff the cover and let the sunshine in. They are kept covered when the 
thermometer drops so low that I think theie is nothing beneficial to the colony to have 
it face that. Sometimes in the spring we will have a week of extra warm weather, 
surprisingly warm weather, and breeding is going on ; and sometime after that we again 
have a low temperature, and it is to provide against that that I have the spring packing.

Mr. A. Picket : The spring has much to do with the management of bees. I would 
ask what time in the fall do you usually put them in. I have learned from some bee
keepers that they have just recently put theirs in ; and I would like to know whether 
any of you leave them out late, say to within a week of the present time, or put them in 
earlier ?
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Mr. Sparling : Mine have not been in a week ; they have only been in since last
Thursday.

Mr. Dickenson : I put mine in the cellar the first of November, and they have been 
I am south of Hamilton in latitude.very quiet ever since.

Mr. Sparling : At this time of the year there is no brood in the hives ; the bees 
cluster together closely and there is no danger of the brood being chilled, and they require 
very little protection. I am a little north of this section.

Mr. Frith : Take the parallel of Toronto, and you have a great many 
shiny days north of that, than you have south of it. South of this we only average 
about three sunshiny days out of twenty. Noith of it, in proportion to the distance, you 

great deal more, and the same with regard to the spring. It makes a great
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deal of difference.
MMr. Dickenson : I think some men will get wrong views unless the locality and 

latitude is mentioned in our journals when describing experiments. Une man might have
man may fail with it in a different

and it
Msuccess in one locality, on one system, and another 

locality. M
Mr. J. D. Evans ; What is the reason attributed to the benefit of putting the bees g my sell 

out early 1 Do they breed quicker t
Mr. Hall : Winter bees in the cellar and open them in the spring, and you find 

they generally have no brood. There are exceptions to the rule. When they come out 
for a fly they get a drink, and when they get a drink they thin the honey, and when they 
thin the honey they feed the queen, ard she deposits eggs, and when the larva; comes to 
maturity you have bees. By putting them out on the first of March the eggs are laid, 
and the bees are kept in there for three weeks, and they cannot fly anymore ; and by 
that time there is a race of young bees ready to take the place of those that fly, and they 
gather water and feed, and the col my goes on prospering, and that is why, as I told you 
at the commencement of the honey floxg, they will be two or three weeks ahead of those 
that are kept in three weeks longer.

Mr. Holtehmann : This spring we did something which I never like to do. 
examined the colonies, the brood chamber, from time to time during the spring, 
regard to early setting out, year after year we have set out earlier, and earlier ; and I am 
an advocate of setting the bees out just as quickly as they can get a good safe fly. We 
have kept examining. We set out so many colonies on March 1st, we set out so many a 
little later, so many a little later still, and so on ; and when we went through those 
colonies without looking to see the dates they were set out, we could tell by the condition 
of the brood chamber just when those were set out. For instance, on the first of March, 
we set out ten colonies, they had a good fly and either through activity or getting water,
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Mr. Post : The sun on bright days in the winter will warm them up.
Mr Hall : But there is sufficient warmth of themselves if you keep it there.
Mr. Post : It is too much like a refrigerator in my way of thinking.
Mr. Hall : Not if it is loose.
Mr. McEvoy : These men come from different places. In warm weather, let the 

sun straight at them in the spring, and it is as Mr. Hall says.
Mr. J, Armstrong : When would you take the bees out of the packing provided they j 

wintered out doors 1
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Mr. Gkmmell : I take mine out between the 24th May and the 1st June.
Mr. Newton : I take mine out between the 25th May and the 1st June, and I have 

a neighbor about fourteen miles from me who never takes his off", and he always has a 
good crop.

Mr. J. H. Best : I am very much interested in the discussion that has taken place.
In our locality we generally winter outside. I have never attempted cellar wintering, but 
I find as a rule that leaf packing, as was mentioned here by some, is superior to some 
other things that have been used. I have taken chaff' and other different materials for 
packing, but I lind forest leaves answers the purpose better than anything I have used.

Mr. Alfauou : After putting the bees out in the spring my experience is that it 
would be better to pack them from September until the time they are put in. What I 
have found is this : once the cold nights come on, the moisture of the bees will condense on # their livei

I in that « 
I that the 
I my hives

the honey on the outside of the combs for instance, and it will thin it if there is any 
uncapped—in fact, it will thin that which is capped—and that honey, before the spring, 
will have time to sour and it will kill your bees. Now, packing in the spr ng is no good 
for that ; if your honey is all right your bees do not need any spring packing. If they 
have good honey, that has no moisture in connection with it, that is fairly thick and ripe, r rather th 
they will spring all right, almost surely, but the trouble comes in the honey getting damp j an(j t
in the fall before they are set away or before they are winter packed outside. When I | j t^(,rf,
pack bees outside I take them as early as I can get them in September. I packed my 
bees this year in September, and I have got leaves enough to pack another hundred 
colonies next year, that I can pack long before they fall. 1 could not use those leaves at 
all just then, but they were handy and I gathered them quite easily. It is an uncommon 
thing to look ahead, but sometimes you have got to do that in this country. There is 
another thing which is mentioned in the fore part of the paper. He says to have your 
colonies well stocked. I want to ask him how are you to do that, or what is the neces
sity for doing it ?

Mr. Sparling : Do you object to have a strong colony of bees ? With me, we never 
fail to have a fall flow of honey.
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Mr. Alpauoh : My experience is the reverse of yours. The bees with me that have 
wintered the most successfully, have been those that have been rather weak, with a young 
queen and plenty of stores. I have removed my colonies in the fore part of September, 
taking off the top storey and setting it down on the old stand just to catch the bees that 
return from the old colony when it was removed ; and when I got them there I would 
destroy them. There was nothing left in the old colonies but young bees, and I found 
those colonies to grow into the finest colonies I have ever had.

Mr. Holtersiann : What about those in which there are no young bees. Would you 
do that if you had almost all the young bees in one and the old in the other ?

Mr. Alpauuh : That does not occur very often. You will find in removing your 
hives at any time the bees will not all go back, there will be a sufficient number always 
left ; they seem to find out in time, that they are in a new place, and commence to mark 
the location after a number have gone.

Mr. Holtermann : When you winter those colonies do you contract the brood chamber?
Mr. Alpaugh : I never spread brood, and never contract a brood chamber,
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Mr. Holtkhmann : Do you propose taking the younger bees and having a medium 
to even a weak colony or would you say the same thing if you take a colony just as it 
is, old and young ; would you then take a medium or fairly strong colony in preference 
to a weaker one.
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t ^r' Alpai gh : 1 would just as soon have quite a weak colony as a very strong one. 
\ou know what it is like about the time you have removed your old hive ; that is the 
kind of colony I am speaking of.

Mr. Hol'iemmann : Mr. Sparling suggests feeding back the honey to the bees in the 
spring under certain conditions. From what I know of what has been done in different 
parts of the Province, bee keepers want to be exceedingly careful about feeding back 
honey. There are many who think they have no foul brood in the yard ; they feel 
reasonably sure about it ; they think they are quite safe and sometimes they are not. 
If they take extracted honey from one or two colonies that have the slightest touch of 
that disease, through that honey which they are about to feed back they may affect c 
great many colonies in the apiary. I always think that feeding back should be done 
with a great deal of caution.

Mr. Gemmell : If you do not feed honey you will have to feed sugar svrun, and 
somebody will kick up a
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With regard to the matter of feeding back honey, Mr. Sparling quotes 

from Dr. Miller in support of it. In so far as my experience goes in feeding, I have 
never ventured to feed back the cheaper grades of honey to dispose of it in that way. 
There comes in a little bit of danger, in as much as the bees from the other colonies 
passing up along often get a smell of the honey, and they invite their fellows to come in 
and take something, and they go away without paying for it ; and it seems to me there 
would be a danger of incentive to robbing ; that is my experience in feeding. My experi
ence is to feed a sugar syrup made from the best granulated sugar. You can then get a 
feed that is very cheap, as cheap as the cheaper grades of honey, and it seems to me to 
be a cheaper and better plan.
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Mr. Holtermann : I do not think it has the same stimulating effect as honey.
Mr. Dickenson : What do you do with this unsaleable honey, if you have two or 

three hundred pounds of it 1 If this feeding is done at the right time in the evening 
you have no trouble. 8

Mr. Gemmell: By boiling it?
Mr. Dickenson : Certainly.
Mr. W, J. Oraiq : Do you encourage breeding late in the season in order to secure 

young bees for the winter 1
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Mr. Alpauoh : I have never encouraged fall brooding. There are always plenty of 
young bees by the time the flowers shut down. I have kept bees in quite a few parts of 
the country now, and I have been where there is practically no fall flow at all and I 
always found there was plenty of brood in my hives up to September ; there seemed to be 
plenty without breeding and without stimulation.
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The President : Some years ago in preparing my bees for putting them away in the 
cellar—I think it was in October—there were three or four colonies I thought I would 
look at again, and 1 found patches of brood as large as my two hands. I made up my 
mind that those colonies would not be of much service in the spring ; but the fact was, 
they came out the best and the strongest of any I put away I put brood away that had' 
not hatched out. I have heard it said that young bees must have a fly after they hatch 
out, or they will cause trouble in the hive. I know they had not hatched, because the 
brood was sealed over when the bees were put in the cellar, and they caused no trouble, 
whether they died or not, but they came out dry, clean and strong.

Mr. McEvoy : In your case the queen had slackened up in laying, she had not 
tinued in brood rearing right through.

I he President : They had been breeding right through the fall.
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and they had not stored sufficient to keep up their vitality, or this waste of tissue. 
Of course, my experience has been, and I think it is the experience of most bee
keepers where I have been, that if you have to feed anything at all, in a great many 
seasons, your bees will winter far better on granulated sugar. You must take into 
consideration that they must have had a certain amount of pollen in those hives 
before you feed the sugar.

Mr. McEvov : I think what Mr. Shutt meant to ask was, what would the bees 
winter best on ?

Mr. Shutt : I put the question as one in physiological chemistry. Admitting, 
and supposing that they had access to no pollen, would they not do better on honey 
than on cane sugar? If they did, I could account for it by the presence of pollen 
grains in the former, by the absence of nitrogen in the latter.

Mr, McEvov : Yes, they do.
Mb. Holtkhmann : I do not think there is any data on that question, but it seems 

to be reasonable, and the theory is generally accepted by bee-keepers at the present time, 
so long as the bees winter quietly, and all they have to do practically is to keep up the 
heat of the hive, under those conditions almost hibernated but not hibernating proper j 
that there is no wear and tear of muscle, and under those conditions they do not require 
the nitrogenous food and do not require pollen, or at least, to a very slight extent. The 
question is, are the bees able to take up the honey, or is it the excrement that the pollen 
grains pass through ? If that is the case, it would almost indicate that the bees are un
able when they are in that quiet condition to take up the honey.

Mr. Ghmmkll : Personally I believe there is very little excrement on the bottom 
boards. I believe it is pollen grains that have been passed out after.

Mr. Hall : I think it is pollen grains that have already spoiled in cleaning the 
combs out.
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QUESTION DRAWER.

Mr W. A. Ohrysler : Has any bee-keeper present found it profitable to save 
propolis to extract wax from ?

Mr. Alpauoh : My experience is if it is just piopolis there is no use saving it.
Mr. Post : That is my experience. If it is all propolis that is all it will ev< r be

M
deposil 
that is 
brood 
brood 
direct! 
in thi 
there, 
feedin

any way.
Mr. Chrysler : The reason I ask this question is, that a bee-keeper sent me twenty 

or more pounds of wax which he claimed was rendered entirely from propolis, and it is 
very nice wax. He is one of the best bee keepers in Canada.

Mr. Okmmell : And does not knew propolis from wax ?
Mr. Darling : How do you separate propolis from wax ?
Mr. Post : By the steam wax extractor.
Mr. Darling : How, and why does it separate?
Mr. Smith : You put it all into the solar extractor.
Mr. Hall : The propolis stays on the tin of the extractor, and the sun melts the wax 

and it runs away.
Mr. Smith : It will run sufficiently to cake.
Mr. Darling : I find that where there is propolis and wax mixed together, no mat

ter if it is in the comb I have taken, or whether it got mixed in the wax extractor, when 
it is placed in hot water it separates itself. They both melt. Propolis is heavier than 
water and goes to the bottom and forms in hard lumps.
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must be small quantities of wax on
from propolis thereMr. Frith • In getting 

he frames.
Mr. Chrysler :

Lnd rendered the wax

„i ,h. Ibi.«=.t foundfctton o, ««. »»'>" „„ui„ W .1 tart,

but we put in about six thousand sections th y that had a quantity of P='l n ln

vV“3ik4^esr"“, 5 ‘l "t SC" Sfitt. ..o ~ 1 - *“ ’
w(. used the same depth of hive.

wax

^ rr;.br S£r&%
in the section 1 Is it by

;he use

in regai d to pollen in sec-
Mr. Ubmmell : There is a ^^“y^grèat^eal to do with it. 

tions. The depth of the frame would g tbe sections, and this year we
Mr. Smith : Last year we The foundation was as near the same as ita rr . «. *- - .-*• - *•-»“

we neve! Ladso’muTpollen in sections

is&st ifF: 'EEThe judges broke up a section, an y t,primRnts have gone, in regard to the
Mr. Frith : My experience, as »rj “T ® V the Hition of the feeding brood- 

deposit of pollen, is that it being fed. If the pos.tion of this
that is, the brood that has just hatched o to deposit pollen there. If the
brood were close to the sections, hey are ahnost surest, Pq ^ ^ „ those ce Is 
brood under the sections is sealed over, t > empty and eggs are deposited
directly under the sections or under any of the sect „ wi)i find pollen deposited
£ them“and the brood hatches out and have to u pl/as close to the
there, or as close to them as they could get. W e Y

feeding brood as possible.

had a great deal to 
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the days in whi* the bees will 

Frith and Mr. Hall. Mr Hall

Mr. Holtermann : Those days of the light How

brm Mr.CEMMELL: There is a difference between Mr. 

wants the brood as close to the top as possible.
Mr. Hall: The difference must be in the.season «■
Mr. Frith : His experience might^be Ja»^h«8al ^ ^ hatch out and the

flow comes on a little later, or is flayed a tewd^, ^ out in B few days and have 
cells be refilled, by a good queen with.eggs,j ™ flow comes on before the
to be fed and then they will has been that you will have very
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.Mr G i: mm ell: We want this honey to come within one-sixteenth of the wood all 
way around ; Ihoy ought to have veneering for two 
e so ‘1 ' 1

| to put fc 

[ vise any 
I not pers 
; I have e 

SB in the si

We want this veneer 
me retailer sticks his lingers in to pull the section out he will not get 
honey. 1 am not here to advocate the thing or to build up anybody’s

reasons

Mr. Hoi.tbrmann : Anybody can make them.
Mr. Hall : When we commenced taking comb honey first we had no bee space 

our sections, and we had no separators between our sections. We had no comb fou 
dation to put in them, and we used to get some fat sections and some lean sections and 
the tat ones looked very nice ; everyone wanted a Cat section, and when we crated them 
and supplied them to the retailer that was where the ditliculty largely came in. which 
will come m with these new sections. We, as bee-keeper,, can handle them without 
making them bleed, but we put them into the hands of the store keeper who do s not ■ 
know anything about bees, and who handles a package of honey as he would a pa.kage 
of coflee, and they make them bleed. I found that with no separators, although I think 
it is nicer myself, it gave a good deal of trouble to those I sold it to, and when I went to

r WO, Id!!- ‘rey’ r y 8a,dy„“ Li™’1 want t0 t0Uch the 8tuff’ k llir'"'8 «P everyone, and I wouldn t have it around/’ \\ hat are you to do in this case? We have got to guard
against that and that is why we have sepaiators, so that our honey stands back from the 
wood and when you pull out one from the other, there is tire-sixteenths of an inch 
between the surface oi one comb and the surface of the other ; and that assists these very a 
c umsy or ignorant people who do not care about bursting the cells of the comb in keep-

SZSZu -1 h"i-" » -m b * -o I
Tv ,Mr' °E”M®LL ! Y°u 8Pok® .aboat the section and the space at the sides of the section.
The honey at the top bar will just be the same in this new section »,
1 ou understand, on the top bar of the section they draw out the honey 

Mr. Hall : I like them to 
up that way.
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so far.
come out a little further, so that they cannot pick them

]
style
eithesiipsimthere is going to be m taking hold of the top bar of that section and the new one.

i *1 1 vALL ; 18 ‘t,the face °f the section 1 The section will look prettier. Do not 
niBke the change too fast ; go cautiously.
t ,..Mr' ?!°LTKR“XNN ; 1 b,eli®v® Mr Hal1 » right. I wasoveron the other side and was 
talking with an old supply dealer, and we had a long talk over the matter. It is simply 
nonsense to say that you can produce a better article without the bee space than you can 
with it. rhere is a difficulty in connection with an untutored person hanlling that honey 
I venture to predict that, if there is any permanent change, it will bo in the direction of 
having that on one side only I can say that it might be within the practicable to have 
on one side the bee space and none on the other, but when it comes to having it on either 
side, I venture to predict there will be a failure. We want to be careful ; it is all right to 
make changes judiciously, and to go along at a certain pace, hut, I believe there is a ,langer 
u:”S’t,0a,g.r.eat e*tent> 80lnK too fast, and we want to be very cautious about that 
Some think it is going to cost less to put that honey upon the market. As far as th“ cost 
of the section is concerned, the work is the largest part of the cost of the section The 
market at the present time demands twelve section crates, and if you want to be able to 
put sixteen sections on you cut a little off the width of that crate, and the difference of
want toll veryacaTeM0m8 ^ "° th Ulking at”Ut S°’ 1 at“ incliped t0 think
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Mr. G EM M ell : I am opposed to any radical change in anything, at the same time 1 
am going to try the new section. I am not going to put twelve sections in, I am going
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* Th, President : Another question which has
best and quickest way to make honey Jin g ig all right, but if you are going

Mr. Hall : If you are going £ make it ^ ^ mQre than it M worth, 
to make it for proht you liad botter q ftnd quickest way of convert-
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than they do m large ones, and they always commence towards the middle of the hive 
When they have commenced nicely in those little supers, making it a sort of crescent 
shape just over the brood, I then put a second one on, and they will continue this circle 
and make a crescent shape in the other end of the hive. When they have got thoroughly 
to work in there, so that they have got the combs partially filled, or some of them all full 
of honey, we take the two supers with the honey all in the centre, and it is all empty 
around the outside. They put the honey immediately above the brood, and all we have 
to do is to reverse this from end to end- and the honey then is at the two ends rf the 
hive I he middle, right above the brood, is a vacant space and they hurry up to till it ■ 
they do not like a vacuum. By so doing we get our corners all tilled, and as soon as 
they want an addition, if you choose, you can give them an addition of twelve sections 
only, not twenty-four. They do not take the heat of the hive at all. They go to work 
and we just raise it up and give them twelve more, and then twelve more, and so on till 
we get up to perhaps 150 sections, and we give them a good rest at that We mark on 
the end of the supers the date we put them on, so that we know what it is. You will be 
a little surprised how quickly they seal them over and you can get them off. You get 
prize honey and fancy combs. They continue to put the honey right at the top of the 
hive ; they are ready to come off in one-half the time that a super the full size of the 
hive wo-. Id he, because the corners are finished and the centre is sure to be finished.

Mr. Frith : You do not reverse any but the first two you put on 1

Mr. Hall : It is not necessary.
Mr. Smith Does it make any difference on which end of the hive you put the first
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super ?_
Mr. Hall : If the bees live is tin, .. , ^ , ,n the parlor, put the super there ; if they live in the

kitchen, put the super there. The brood is more or less at one end of the hive ; generally 
speaking, the brood is in the front, but not always. We put the first super over the first 
brood in the hive, whether it be front or rear.

Mr. Ortt : If you are hiving a prime swarm would you give them the twelve 
sections r

hunt

hive
Mr. Hall : Forty-eight to fifty-six.

Mr. Gemmell : Would you transfer the sections from the old hive to the
Mr. Hall : In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred.
Mr. Sparling : Did you ever try paraffine paper on top of the sections 1

... Hall : No sir. Neither have I tried that bee space I think it is a tood 
thing but I should have to go to a great deal of trouble in my supers to change them, 
and I can do without it. That bee space with the perforations I think is a good thing 
but I am not going to use it.

Mr. Gemmell : I have used this divider of Mr. Pettit’s and I found it was a good 
thing for getting the outside sections well filled. You have a double row of bees so to 
speak ; you have a row of bees outside of this divider and be tween the outside of the 
super, and it 1 had my choice in naming it I would call it a perforated follower, and I 
would put one on each side with a bee space between the outside of the hive and the 
follower ; that gives room for a double row of bees there, when you have a large quantity 
of beeB. 1 here is more or less of heat, and you get those outside sections filled and 
sealed just about as quick as you do those in the centre. In speaking about using sepa- 
ïa«°A Perforated> ,f y.ou U8R ‘hem by all means use the follower as well. I use them and 
1 find them a good thing. There is this about them, they are that much additional furni- 
ture to the hive, that yon must carry over to the next year. I did not change my supers 
only in this way, that I used twenty-six sections in the super instead of twenty-eight.

Mr. Frith : You experimented 1

Mr. Gemmell : I took all my comb honey last year by that process.
• Holtkrmann : With regard to the question of the best super, if the object of 

using the half super is to accommodate weaker colonies ; I would object to that.
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Mr. Hall : I do not use it for that. U8ing it in that way.
Mr. HoltbhmaNN : 1 understand out in bee keeping very much,

Here is a point which I do not thin ^ admi(. that the colony that will do th 
and I think if you will COMlde,lt yIf „et an exceedingly strong colony, or very 
vronolizing is the weaker colony. y 8 that colony will propohze less,
SS«VM‘wlr.ïp”to.h«i». Vi»»-its
other things being equal, than the tionyot the double bee space and divider a
half supers. When important for those who want to have a
the side of the hive, I think it is exceedingly believe it is an ad van-
1 , to .Cl finitod r;*.- t. to- 8. .ith
tage to perforate that divider. As far as y g tor> I can see no great
throughout the inner part of the h, e h ^ 8Jd|,oint| » anxious to do as
advantage in it. A supp'y dealer tro ^ nmch mBteriai as possible. But it
much business as possible, and accurately and exactly which is perfectly
you take metal, whicu you c“n buJ P th„ purpose fully as well as the wooden
Looth, at much less money it w 11 answer I P thrQW it into hot water and
rS,. to.u jo.to. to.. a.to.1 a„olb„. „hil.it,»» »-«h.
____ little lye to it, and it is juat b uce y choice article you practically throw
wooden divider and you are anxious P . ig difficult to clean them, you can
those seprators and dividers away ev«y ^ ^ comparatively expensive, and

you will*6dd the iron answers quite as well.

. jtFtxzssSZSxtt&r18 ’ It is no longer an experiment with you.
tried three lots ; I have got two
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Mr. Post : So, if we change 
Mr. Hall: No tir.
Mr. Post : When one

tnan the other.nd is built up one would be higner
Mr. Hall : Just lay a sun cap on and a brick on it them

I have used those supers this pas season ^ ^ * t

early in ‘^““““Jauptr. W^use a perforated follower, andMr. Smith : I may say 
made up in time to 
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n! nÎT? ,featurfs„ that raake 11 a firat-claHs hive, but I think there ia rather too much 
manipulation. tor a good «warm I would rather have a good sized super ; but for 
putting on early m the season possibly those aupera would be just an well. P
a lot oirrimJ'TT0N : As rjgarda ,th® rim> 1 am not quite so fortunate as Mr. Hall, to have 
®°°f nn,s yin8around' a'ld 1 have worked for the last two seasons without them I 
sometimes work them till they come even, and sometimes I use the large ones which he 
says he does not want. I have some of them, and of course I am trying to Up down 
expenses as well as I can. If they are only one height I sometimes put another 
under the end of it to level it up and then put on the cap. I have got on the last two 
sewons without any rims, and I think it can be worked without tbe^aid of them Mr 
Hall is fortunate in having them. I wish I had them.

. ?Tr' °,F'M.M.F:i,L : } 80t tke idea from Mr. Hall as to those hives. My boy is getting t e idea into his head that he is a better bee-keeper than I am, And he says7 “ Uet the
rïZHCed^^ RDd g" 'he HeddPn biVe "ut of the way, so that I ï J
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FOUNDATIONS.

Ht F. T. Siivtt, Chemist, Dominion Experimental Farm Ottawa.

I an. very pleased to devote my energies, as far as time permits me, to the solution 
of problems in all branches of agriculture that require chemistry for their solution We
fnCanac anT't T" WOr,<for.those wll° arf' following the industry of bee-keeping 
in Canada, and it is with regard to those experiments and the results obtained theref 8
that I purpose addressing you briefly this evening. These investigations were carried on

1894 189?earndÎ896 ÏÏià*1 “'TT Wkh ?Ur praCtkal Wkf"i'inS during «he years 1891, IffW, and 1896. 1 his ,ear has been such an exceptionally poor year for the honey
flow that it was impossible to continue the investigations. I may say at the outset that 
these experiments were suggested by Mr. Holtermann, ami, briefly, their object 
ascertain the relative values of certain brands of foundation combs 
market.

roii i

was to 
that were in the

I thinlUnlUUVr h°W -' ?”duCted the8B p*periments and the results obtained, 
I think it might be well tor me just to say a word or two by way of preface as to whit
wax is, and, secondly, what we aimed at in this work. It is necessary to consider the 
objects that we had in view in furnishing bees with foundation comb.
to 6r8A al1' wax-,ook!n8 at jt from a chemical standpoint, is very closely allied
to the fa s. A large number of organic substances fall into one or other of certain well 
known classes. Thus there are waxes, fats, sugars, albuminoids, etc. The chemist for 
instance knows of a great many kinds of sugar, he knows of a great many kinds of fats • 
but the fats are nearly related to one another, so are the sugars, and soon Without 
gomg nito any of the technical details with regard to the composition of wax, I w h to 
say that although it is not a true fat, such as we usually recognize, yet it is, L it were 
a first cousin Beeswax consists of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen in certain proportfons’ 
and the important point I would like to impress upon you just here is that fo do, s not
££? “«TtVC. r”g* “ " “h0”7' oi—u „,h

1
take î 
Fahre 
sanq 1 
found 
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has a 
melti 
helov 
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melti

Wax is a secretion by the bees ; by that I mean to say that it is not collected it is 
the natura outcome of certain glands. I must assume that you are conversant with the 
anatomy of the bee, as undoubtedly you are. You will remember there are certain glands 
consisting of cells which are set apart for the secretion of wax. The important deduc 
tion from that is this, that it is a normal function on the part of the bee ^produce wax 
Max ,» not gathered or collected from the flower, but it is secreted. How, then is U 
produced Î It must be produced by the bees at the expense of the food which they eat
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production, because my work ha ^ ^ ^ data with regard to bees* xx. 
production. Let me give y •«« oravitv is 963, taking water as 1 ; if you

Beeswax is lighter than water, its aPecl^c |„ . ^ melting point ' about 115 degreeswmmfÊ&ÊjmIflsiSsgfgî’psrï
beeswax adulterated with paraffi' ^ted waX| and the whole comb collapses, 
melting of the parathne in the a (urni8hing our bees with founda-
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lions the bees added only 75 per cent ot wLx^whT^0" '’“T* grPal,y ! ™ some founda-

1b es added the largest percentage of wax Th„« i ,77h t,,le .ll8,lte8t foundation the 
me of one brand foundation supplied to us) w f ”.1 J,°undation in general use ” (the 

,n r°und ambers, was 75 per cent n th ™pf°:md that the Percentage of wax a,lied 
pound, the wax added was 175 percent VV P"tent .PTcess,” twelve square f,etDe:
wax Zr81 J.he. “ Fuundation in general'use^two TnT °M °'' tW0 ati samples PQr 
wax that was added by the bees was 115 „ ' . hf Et>uare- weighed 1.41 the
square feet per pound, the weight of the foundation^6 ° Pt “ Patent Procès, twe ve 
he wax added by the bees was 1 76 The til ,furmahed "as 1.00; the weight of
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. °. the,re 18 a less quantity of wax added In it I °°ta,“mg a lar8er quantity of beeswax
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than seven and a haH-cr eight feet to fhe^ound ThaT W‘th ,/OUndatio" of not more 
rn other words, when you employed a foundation Ih'i whlt our results showed
fee to the pound then the hies had to supply a vîrf °CC,!P'ed an aroa of fifteen square 
building the cells than they did when you YnnZï mUCh graatJer «mount of wax in 
«quire feet to the pound. There were seyeral othe n 7” fo“ndation ot ^ht or nil 
importance to you For instance, when we star îd wttL Ttl “nd which are of some
alitls k8t the dark odor remained and that there was a hêat^ ,oaQdat'on we
as it is known, in the resulting cimb an,l I . h avy and unsightly “ fishbono »
the quality, at any rate the sale of the comb honey6 ^ ^ ",aterially affects, if ’
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Another matter we wished to find out was what differences, if any, existed between 
these foundations in the ease with which they could be drawn out by the bees. Thus, 
supposing we were to take two waxes of'different brands, but of the same weight, could 
the bees utilise more of one than they could of the other! Several of those foundations 
that were submitted to us were milled at different temperatures, and *the object was to 
ascertain if the milling temperature had any eff ct upon what I might term their duc
tility, or the ease with which they might be drawn out by the bees. There were certain 
data to support the theory that there was a difference in the ductility of these founda
tions, but in going through the data more carefully that apparent favor, that apparent 
balance in favor of certain foundations, did not seem to hold. However, there are, as I 
say, certain data to show that there is something in the view that the milling tempera
ture has an eff et upon the relative ductility or ease with which it may be drawn out by 
the bees. I am now rather of the impression that it is a question of denseness or com
pactness rather than one of temperature in milling that affects the ductility of the foun
dation. Probably we shall find that the harder they are pressed in milling the less duc
tile they are.

If it is true, as I have said, that the wax furnished by the bees is inversely pro
portional to the wax furnished them in foundation comb, are we justified in carrying that 
argument out to its logical conclusion! Should we endeavor to furnish all the wax for 
the comb! Now, I do not think that possible, and to bring before you my reasons for 
thinking so, I should like to recall to your mind what I said with regard to the produc
tion of wax, vis , that it is not eollected by the bees, it is a normal function of certain 
cells in the bees, and l doubt very much if we could so alter the constitution of bees so 

to direct all their energies towards honey making, and to entirely give up and abandon 
production. I believe, therefore, that there is a limit wherein it will be economical 

for us to supply the amount of wax, but we should not go beyond that limit. So much 
for our first year’s work ; I was not altogether dissatisfied with it because it left certain 
points in doubt. You can readily understand that this work was fraught with many 
difficulties The differences between the brands tested naturally were small. The 
weights were all taken with great care, but nevertheless the errors of experiment must 
necessarily be there, and guard against them as you will it would be very rash for anyone 
on one or two years' experiments, unless the data were most pronounced to draw final 
conclusions.

I should have mentioned that in the first year’s experiments we opened the cells at 
the close of the season by shaving off the top of the cells. The following year I thought 
I could improve on that method. Because of the unevenness it naturally resulted that a 
little more of the cell wall came elf in certain places than it did in others ; and so in the 
following year when we repeated this experiment, instead of shaving off the caps we care
fully picked each each one out with a penknife. Then we did not extract the honey in 
an extractor, but the sections were placed in water and the honey was dissolved out. 
They were placed in successive quantities of pure water until all the honey had disap
peared, and then the honey comb was allowed to dry in the atmosphere. Two inches 
square were then stamped out as formerly. Comparing those results with the results we 
had obtained the year previously, we found that in nearly every case the amount of wax 
added by the bees was somewhat more, and I accounted for this apparent extra deposi
tion of wax by the fact that we had not removed any of the cell wall, that we had only 
removed the cap. I believe there are beekeepers who have considered these results and 
who consider that this explanation is not correct, that it is rather due to an extra produc
tion of wax by the bees that season. I know it is held by many of you that the produc
tion of wax, and I think there is something in the theory, is in a measure relative to the 
production of honey. However, it seemed to me that at any rate our latter method was 
more accurate, and that it would in a laige measure account for that apparent extra 
deposition of wax by the bees.

Then, another object in the second year’s investigation, was to ascertain the relative 
amount of wax added by the bees in the outer and inner sections, it being held by some 
that there was a greater wax deposition in the outer sections than there was in the inner

3 13. K.
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sections. However, to dismiss that point at once, I might say that the data for that year 
did not allow me to draw any conclusion on that point, because, although there were 
many instances in which the wax added by the bees in the outer section was somewhat 
greater, there were almost as many instances in which there is a slight increase of wax 
deposited in the inner section. Therefore I did not feel that we had sufficient proof to 
allow me to draw any conclusion on that matter. However, we did receive corroboration 
on one point of the pri vious year’s progress, and that was that the percentage of wax pio- 
duced by the bees was inversely proportional to the weight of the wax furnished in the 
foundation. Then, another point that was brought out during the second year’s experi
ments was that the deposition of wax varied according as to whether clover or buckwheat 
honey were stored. This is a matter that I have not seen noticed anywhere ; it probably 
has not hitherto received the attention of any scientific investigation. We found invari 
ably that the comb which stored buckwheat honey was heavier than that which stored 
clover honey. \\ hen we take the same brand of foundation and supply it to bees gather
ing clover honey and to bees gathering buckwheat honey we found invariably that there 
waB a very much larger amount of added wax in the case of the buckwheat than in the 
case of the clover. I do not know what is the true explanation I presume, however, 
that it has something to do with some physiological function in the production of wax I 
do not think it is a mere accident, because our work of 1896 corroborates the previous 
year’s results in this particular, and it is impressed upon my mind more firmly the con 
elusion I stated sometime ago, namely, that I do not think it is possible to furnish all the 
wax that is t.ecescary for the bees. Wax is what 1 might call a natural concomitant of 
honey ; producing the one only proceeds with the production of the other. I think it is 
rather to be1 explained by such a statement than to say that the buckwheat honey requires 
a stronger cell than clover honey. That, of course, is a point that is open for further work, 
for discussion and investigation. We again remarked upon the unsightly “ fishbone ” 
where an inferior wax was supplied. I drew out a table of averages which is to be found 
in my report of that year, to show concisely the different points and 1 very much regret, 
owing to lack of the necessary time, that I was not able to prepare a large chart so that 
I could have pointed to them while I am speaking. The same problem as to the relative 
ductility was considered, but we again met with considerable difficulty. There are again,
I must admit, certain data which point to certain brands of foundation being more easily 
drawn out than others, but yet I have not results sufficient to draw any definite conclusion ; 
that is to say, I should not like to put mys If on record as saying that the milling tempera^ 
ture of the wax has any great effect upon the relative ductility or relative ease with which 
the bees can utilise it. There are certain data, however, to which I might draw your 
attention in connection with this point. We invariably found that the « Choice wax by 
the Root mill ” which was milled at 89 degrees, was apparently used to a greater extent 
than that milled at 120 degrees. This we found to be the case in each year, and those 
are the data which go to support the view that there is something that effects the ductibilty 
in the milling temperature of the wax. The data of the other brands of foundation were 
not sufficiently complete ; that is to say, we only had a few instances in which the same 
wax was milled at different temperatures, and therefore under such conditions we could 
not draw a strict comparison. However, from the results obtained from the “ Choice wax 
of the Root mill ” we found invariably that there was a larger percentage of the wax fur
nished utilised which was milled at 89 degrees than there was of that which had been 
milled at 120 degrees Fahrenheit.
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To sum up what we found out by the second year’s experiments. First of all, a very 
noticeable increase in the addition of wax furnished by the bees in the case of storing 
buckwheat honey ; then, our results of the previous year were corroborated as to the larger 
percentage cf wax added by the bees when only a very light foundation, such as twelve or 
fifteen feet to the pound, was supplied in comparison with the small quantity of wax added 
when a heavier foundation was furnished to the bees. That brings us to 1896. The 
same line of investigation, with certain alterations, was continued in our third year. 
Some correspondence that I have had with members of the Association led me to think 
that there were other reasons in supplying foundation than those that I have stated.
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led to conclude that there were other grounds besides 
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««.«*». tin
æiTX
them the foundation that is secured.
nud^ whS « 3s Æfohs
fully realised before. I take it, if I have gather^ aright the mean ug^ ^ ^ a pprfpct 
that one of the principal objects is to iav< an ^ ae 8tate(j ),«, my correspondent
alignment of cells and not an irregu ar con . ... ’ j t^us save time and energy
here, it is partly to furnish material for comb ^ ’'^. ' J honey But you see this 
which the bees could utilise in the production and s» r g ^ ^ ^ it ig not
makes the question a very much broa er on ^ only^olvition to the problem, as lar 
one upon which chemistry can throw a y g . ^ q{ (urniahing material, and
as chemistry is concerned, muat h® l“ r 8 , ductility 0f the different waxes. I wish
in ascertaining if there are any differen nosition is in this investiga
te state this matter fully and plainly to shew you whaj P discussion which
tion, ami also that I may.just a.thei ch.se «, be of any value“■ ,rr “ ,e6"du’£«, ”L im.tig.iion b« on npon «met

Tb, d,..il. of tb, third g,.,’- -rk ... *M*4 ‘5,7,2^'. ».uL. ?.« 
main they corrborate those of the two previous y rf(|Uired a larger amount of wax
dations which were, as I may term them, (x y 8 ’ «oundations which were heavier
to be added to them by the bees .and ^.^"^^^J^ofuZer points in this con- 
required the least amount to be adde . wiPhed to ascertain if when a heavy
nection to which I might draw youi a en 'on. buyg it heavy or if they utilized
foundation was supplied to the bees they continu 7 walls. .It
that extra amount of wax in the Ll was reached the
seemed from our previous work, th continue building the cell walls meder-
bees do not touch the bottom wax at . y f,irni8hed them • but I make this h„,, il . h,.,, ;“"K'"“^f„^.,^wX™TnWr-n«.ili»tb.
deduction, that after a certain height in hroucht out by using one of these
wax that is furnished to them. That ,s very ^‘^^"^adBytrlce in the empty 
inferior and darkly colored foundation One^ 7 ^ yJMeA . the heigh[’t
comb which has been carefully clea , drawn can readily be discovered,
the cell wall to which the original fondation has been. d be oVject in gup.
A practical deduction can be drawn rom ’ ,, . ^ utilized by the bees and it,l,Pi.g . I.,g. ■■■T'SlS hi limit, therefore,
would only render a hard thick fish understand that although our
to the amount of wax it is well to supp y. y supplying a moderately
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e 8Pecil“ens drawn out during the same honey flaw ? 
Mr. Shutt : Personally I cannot vouch for that, but I can tell you this th,v 

taken out of the same hive the same year at the Kam« ri»w i V V H* . ^
time The differences that I here refer to lie in the weight of' the'founH V" ^ v*6- 
For instance, in those of “12 feet square” and “15 feet square” per pound founT 
smaH percentages of the wax utilized by the bee ; the bees did ? 1
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neighborhood of 50 per cent. When we supplied the bees with onlv li ht'}' d .In..the 
iuch as the “ patent process," the percentage that was so utilized was lesfthaTlf
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wax
results in three consecutive years 1 
ces which do not lend any corrobori in to that view, and it may be, in fact I
to think that there is importance to be attached to the Btate of ccmpression of the 
that you furnished the bees rather than to the temperature at which it is milled. Ho 
ever ^these data stand on record in the matter. The results of that third year, on b. ing 
calculated show that the percentage of wax added by the bees in sevi nty per cent, o 
the triaU made, was thirty and forty per cent. Roughly, we may suppose, f.om our 
ordinary foundations about one-third of the wax is utilized in comb cell building. In h 
instances there were less than thirty per cent., and those were a very hgM wax. Now, 
the average weight of the foundation after the removal of the cells is considered is fair y 
constant. That is another important point. It cannot be constant ; because as have 
shown"the bees can only utilize the wax to a certain stage m the building of the c 11 and 
vet with very light wax they do not wish to weaken the bate of the cell. Hut, ih re is 
y tendency on the part of the bies to build up a cell of a constant weight, and that plainly 
imolies that the weight of the foundation after the removal cl the cells is a fairly con
stant one The greatest weight of foundation, after the removal of the cells, was m 
he " Choice wax by tie Given process "-one of the heaviest foundations <hat we 

employed in our tests The lightest one was not 1 he one m'bbt 1 h l,uB
lbsnuare feet to the pound, but the "Choice wax of the Root mill nulled at eJ 
Fahrenheit There is in this something that lends corroboration to the view that wax 
SSmTm- i. doctile and draw. ... b,MS h-> » ‘
a higher temperature. I think that this is an important point. This Chôme wax ny 
the Root mill ” process was by no means the lighest empkyed in the tmK J j J 
to the others I have not been able to see that there is any very great diüerence.1 
imagine that’the bees do not work with that regularity that
then, to, and the season and the flow of honey and many other• circums dance» have 
effect upon this matter of wax and its production. Consequently I am 
finding that we are not able to d.aw conclusions showing that there are great diffe en 
between waxes somewhat similar in weight.

I think I have brought before you practically the lines of the work that 
been engaged in and the^ results that we have obtained. I do not «P®«‘ 
results will solve the question as to the relative usefulness of that must be
beekeepers, because 1 am fully aware that there are o lir.c“*,,. . y j think lhat
thought of besides that of furnishing wax for material in comb building , Jut . tbak M

- "”'**■* -, rrr. z? ^,,Tr«'.r“dr„i„ „
start it with more

we have

information than we have had in the past. (Applause)
Mr. HoltBRMANN: With regard to the milling point of 

at 130“, I understand tome of these paraffine products have d, f*™4 T*»* Member 
also understand that the melting point of some is so high that «fer y 1
particularly Germany being mentioned ,n the European bee ^ inlhe Joduc ion of 
certain percentage of these paraffine products and not wax alone m the production
foundation.

Mr Shctt : I just mentioned the fact to show our work at the Experimental Farm

analysis to detect and determine foreign waxes.
Mr. HOLTBRMANN : You think it is possible that that statement is correct in Germany, 

that they do utilize these cheaper products in the place of wax I
Mr Shutt • I would not like to say anything about the German practice, because 

I really do not know. I think it is possible. It is something which 1 think ,s within 

the bounds of possibility.
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Mr. Holtbrmann : They simply state that such is the case, but we in this country 
have felt inclined to doubt the possibility of it. I am very much pleased to hear Mr. 

’ mtts opinion that be thinks it is possible In regard to these experiments, I believe 
that the first experiments that were conducted with various weights of comb foundation 
were carried on by the Experimental Union of the Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph, 
and at that time I suggested these experiments and the different weights that were taken 
were rather extreme ; that is, we took as heavy a brand as we could get hold of, and we 
took the lightest we could get hold of and then one grade between and something like 
twenty specimens were sent in which had been put into sections. Now, in every case by 
holding up to the light, and even by pressing on it with a dull knife, we could detect 
without looking at the side of the section, which way the foundation had been put into 
that section. Following those experiments, as far as I know, this line of work was taken 
up by the Michigan State Agricultural College and they wrote me at that time and sent 
me a full set of combs saying that as I had been the tirst one to do anything in that line, 
they would like me to carry on some experiments in the same line, and, if I can remem
ber correctly, they corroborated those experiments ; that is, that as a rule, with few 
exceptions, that it was in proportion to the weight of foundation supplied to the bees. I 
know a great deal about Mr. Shutt. He has the reputation of being exceedingly careful 
in all his experiments, and all the work he has shown we can depend upon it has been 
done in the most painstaking way, and the only criticism we can offer is that Mr. Shutt 
does not profess to be a practical bee-keeper, and a point which is lost sight of and which 
is of great value tc the practical bee-keeper is the amount of what we call fish-bane left 
in that foundation. We want to supply a certain amount of wax, but we dare not go 
beyond a certain weight of foundation, if we do so, we get a certain amount of fish bone. 
Now, some of us claim, and I think justly, that under favorable conditions a good deal of 
com 6 foundation is utilized by the bees, but if a heavy fl >w comes on suddenly, then the 
bees do not utilize the wax in that foundation to the same extent ; they begin adding to 
the wail of the foundation. I think as practical bee-keepers we may supply them with 
an article which under the most favorable conditions is not going to be too heavy. This 
is the only point which I think in those experiments, and in giving the results, has been 
lost sight of to a very great i xtent. I know there are many who profess that they use a 
heavy comb foundation, but let us try that comb foundation ; I believe there are samples 
here on the table ; let us test it and send it around and see the amount of base there is 
in that comb. If there is not much fish-bone in it that will be strong evidence that it is 

good article. The tirst year in the Ontario Agricultural College experiments we carried 
on work in that line, and we went altogether perhaps in the other direction. We had a 
very fine instrument for detecting the thickness of any substance, and we took these 
combs, shaved them down, and put them upon ice to make them offer the greatest possible 
resistance and then tested them and we found a very material difference, and that differ
ence almost I think in every case varied in proportion to the weight of foundation given 
to the bees. And, more than that, just to see how far they did utilize the wax given, 
we not only took a dark colored foundation, but we colored it absolutely black, then we 
filled the empty comb with plaster of Paris, that nude a solid comb, and then we shaved 
it off, and you could just see the inside of that with the naked eye the difference in the 
thickness of the comb foundation given in the first place, and you could see how high up 
on the side of the wall that black foundation was used ; it was up as high as over one- 
third of the height of the finished cell. In all comb foundation at the present time if 
you look at it, you will find that it has quite a thick side, while if you shave it off after 
the bees have utilized that and built the comb, you will find in every case there is a 
certain amount immediately adjoining the base that is never touched by the bees, and the 
thicker the side wall is to begin with the thicker you will find it. These are points of 
interest that are of exceedingly great practical value to the bee-keeper.

Mr. Shutt : In every one of our reports I have pointed out the fact that it is the 
toiavy comb foundation that has always resulted in leaving a heavy septum or fish-bone. 
We have two contending motives : we do not wish on the one hand to supply such a heavy
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Mr Holtkrmann : I went to one extreme, and you went to the other.
Mr'. Hall : If yon want us to give

desire is not to keep the bees from utilizing their time^ ^ g". We then raiae a 
to get all the worker comb in our hives. T can jt wit,'1 a amall quantity just as 
host of laborers, not consumers or idlers. S, ., but we have what we call
well as we can with a large quan 1 7> B° . g cena oat of shape which the queen 
sagging of the comb ^^thereU no brood ,'Led in them, either drone or worker.

cerned, when you crush the wax you ) , g breaking the grains, my humble

The bees say, “ Look how tough it is, we . quickly.” I have reference
that we can utilizo and pull out ’"“^““Jile which it is. We want it heavy in the 
to comb honey or to the brood , I Himnlv to keep that comb from sagging,
brood nest, not because the bees uti iz , P Th do not have the job of
And then there manufacturers tel us to put wire , ^ ^ ^ difficulty
doing it, they simply stay in rJhe/ply *100 for foundation that suits
and save you so much for foundation machine to make a

than |f.O fo, foundation that does not *ladp*°t f a“Lide of this process that 
• make of foundation that the bees utilize. Put it ‘tongsm uti,ize

makes it so shiny, and so that there is notl’years, and 1 take comb 
it. As regards the fish-bone, I have^ soldl honey tor U» y ^ ^ fi8h„bone in comb
honey principally, and 1 have bad l h&vo had onti small complaint and that was
honey. It sometimes takes first prize. 1 tia £ f b and he
from a man that was a farmer ; on one ^^tt^/a grocery. I sold him some 
sold his farm or rented it and went to^ town^and t t > J honey r That man 
honey and he said, •• Don’t you know that ^re « fash bone ^ ^ thirtyy.two yeara we 
did not know what he was talking a xra . q{ and we have never received a
have had a complaint ; we have s P The minufacturers get up these
complaint. This fish-bone business ,s only a tag»*but the bees do not

Mr. Holtbruann : Let us test this t 1.ng ’ iiah.bone. In regard to the question
table ; send it around and abide by t e ecision a ^ better as long as it does not
of brood comb foundation, Mr. J a says for tbe ,,atent process. Evidently he

foundation m the punt

Mr. Hall : The bees cannot work it.
Mr. Holtbrmann : They do. Mr. Post has over

1»-"“ rîr rr r;ided was in inv’erse proportion to the weight of the foundation 1 
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That being the case, the bees must have of course secreted more 
and added it to the lighter foundation than they did to the heavy. When that foun

dation was drawn out and a given proportion shaved away along the septum, as you refer 
to it, do you think that the cell walls thus drawn out would be about equal in weight lor 
an equal size, say two inches square ; that is to say, taking for granted the cells are uni
form, would the uniform thickness of the cell walls be alike or nearly alike in each vase.

Mr. Siiutt : That would depend. After a certain height was reached they would, 
but it was not so in the first part of the cell, near the septum. There was a tendency at 
hrst to continue in the same relation of weight as that supplied in the foundation, but as 
the cell walls got higher there was a tendency to make them 
the same kind of honey, there 
the same thickness.

wax

present ii 
sugar ; it

Mr. 
gathering 
earlier in

a constant weight ; taking 
tendency to make the cell walls approximately all ofwas a

Mr. McKnight: Would you deduce from your experiments that bees left to their 
own instinct and even when they are not left to their own instinct, when foundation is 
supplied them—would put about the same amount of wax into a number of cells of a like 
size 1
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Mr. Shutt : Yes.
t MlKN,i°HJ ; Th<‘n the l)ractical deduction to be drawn from the experiments
1 think is that the foundation comb supplied should come as near the weight which the 
bees naturally make it as possible.

Mr. Shutt : If the weight of the foundation that you supplied the bees was only 
o! the same weight as the natural septum or a basal plate, then you would not be lur- 
nishing them with any material to build cell walls.
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Mr. Shutt : That is another question.
Mr. McKnight : As to that additional weight of comb in the case of buckwheat 

honey being supplied, you can scarcely arrive at any rtasonable conjecture as to the cause.
l *S r,‘a”onable to believe that it is not needed, because buckwheat honey is more 

difficult to contain, or exercises a greater pressure on the cell walls than honey derived 
from other sources. Might it not be that there is something in buckwheat honey itself, 
some principle that enables the bees to secrete more wax from the consumption of a given 
quantity of it, and thus having a supply more abundant, putting more wax into the cells 7 
We know that if you feed a cow upon a given quantify of one kind of food and a given 
quantity of ano.her kind of food that one kind will enable her to secrete a great deal 
more milk than the other. Might there not be something of that in buckwheat homy Î

Mr. Shutt As I said a moment ago, in some way this question is wrapped in 
mystery, but I think the solution of it is in some such way as you suggest. It is evi
dently due to a physiological function. Whether it acts as a stimulating agent upon the 
wax in the secreting glands I do not know, but this seems probable. I do not think that 
the honey requires any stronger cell walls.

Mr. Me Lvov : What time did you test that for the clover, was it at the beginning 
or middle, or near the end of the flow ?
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Mr. Shutt : I could not answer that question.
Mr. McEvoy : If that was tested at the beginning of the How the bees were thin and 

poor, they were not in condition to make it, while with a heavy How of buckwheat honey 
it would be different. 1
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1Mr. Shutt: These tests have been made three years in succession. I do not think 
there is any strength in that argument.
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Mr. 8mm: 1 told it «. -•-? dlffi“lt'0 ‘ZL £*=«,

^cording chmmcal cbongee m mi. give you an illustration : When
understood. There is nothing added to it. Let me g y pressure of steam,
g,arch or cane sugar is'boiled with acd, or merely suhnutted t, a IQne mole.
it is converted into different sugars ; rot n°8 it WQUy not be strictly correct to
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earlier in the season I mean that the comb all through is heavier.
Mr. Shutt : We have taken our results from three years in succession.
Mr Hall : Buckwheat comes in the latter part of the

thl”k ,h' wou,d
much as between clover and buckwheat. -wieite 1” "

Mr Fr.th : In regard to the ductility, did you not use the term elasticity 1 .
ductility to indicate the relative ease with which 

y going back to the same form

Mr. Frith : A number of practical until’broken, that is, leaving
that if in pure wax the grams are destroyed an ?ence was that the bees would
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Tbfrom the east are very poor, there being little or no honey or increase in bees, but from 
the west and southern parts reports are good, and when averaged up the increase of bees 
is about 47 per cent. The average pound of comb honey taken per colony is 12 lbs., and 
the average of extracted 35 lbs.

We believe that there has been a fairly profitable season, and the honey produced 
has been of a vtry fine quality.

Mr. Ortt moved, seconded by Mr. Fritii that the reports of the affiliated societies 
be received and adopted, which, on a vote being taken, was declared carried.
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REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF APIARIES.

During 1897 I visited bee yards in the counties of Welland, Lincoln, Wentworth, 
Brant, Norfolk, Kent, Huron, Grey, Perth, Oxford, Waterloo, Cardwell, York, Ontario 
and Simcoe. I examined sixty apiaries, and found foul brood in thirty-four of them. 1 
found several of the largest and best apiaries in the Province very badly diseased through 
bees robbing foul brood colonies that had been brought from other parts of Ontario, and 
placed near them. Some of the owners of these fine apiaries had invested from five to 
ei°ht hundred dollars in bees—one man over one thousand dollars—and to get their 
good apiaries badly diseased through foul brood colonies being shipped into their localities 
was pretty hard to bear with. But I am satisfied that none of the parties that either 
bought or sold the diseased colonies that had been shipped knew that they had foul ',r0°(* 
at the time of the sale. I also found many colonies very badly diseased through the 
owners using old combs that they got from parties who had lost all of their bees with 
foul brood. None of these men knew that the old combs were diseased, or were able to 
tell the stain mark of foul brood on the lower side of the cells. Comb foundation is a 
very safe and very valuable thing to use, and those who need combs should use plenty 
of it, and not run any risk by using the old combs from apiaries where all the bees had 
died.
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When going through examining every colony in a diseased apiary 1 marked them 
according to the condition I found them in, putting one pencil cross on the front of one 
hive, two dosses on another, and three on all the very bad ones. After we got through 
examining all the colonies we knew the true condition of things by the number of crosses 
on the front of hives. Some of the colonies I advised to be doubled the same evening, 
and the combs made into wax, and when the work was done in the honey season 1 had a 
considerable increase made from those least diseased, and as a rule ended the season 
with more colonies then I began with, and in grand condition. At our annual meeting 
held in London in 1892, I said that my method of curing diseased apiaries of foul brood 
would in the near future be followed by the bee keepers of Canada and the United 
States It is all the go in far off Australia, and for this nice state of affairs I thank the 
editors of all the bee journals. Wherever I went in the past season to inspect the apiaries

examine his colonies, and for the very nice
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1 found every bee keeper pleased to have
way that I was treated by every person I return to them my most heartfelt thanks, 
burned two colonies in one apiary, two in another, and two in a third place, and a number 
of diseased combs, and three in a fourth locality. The owners helped to burn some of 
the diseased colonies, and the other bee keepers were consenting parties to have the few 
worthless colonies burned. I am also pleased with the way the other bee keepers took 
hold and cured their diseased colonies that had foul brood in the summer. While 
examining their colonies to see if the bees had enough honey for winter some people 
found things not right ; I found it to be pure foul brood. I explained how to cure it, 
and the most profitable way, and put everything in order. My time, car fare, and livery 
hire was £525.
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Wm McEvoy, iWoodburn, December G:h, 1897.
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Mr. McEvoy : Yes, but it came fr P • . around one year
Mr. Evans : I would like to know if Mr McEvoy Û ^ tfae neCessary

another, that where he has forn^ <° lb q{ this iB_ and I think the
directions, it has disappeared the next y fa cuPre u leIt to the owners of apiaries,
weak point in the foul brood treatment is that » ^ ^ ^ I know thet was the
and they do not exercise sufficient care a McEvoy had seen and givencase in a few apiaries within a few «^es olme that b^d cured ; it did not d.sappear. 
instructions with regard to, but in , would like to know if he finds from

brood disappear under his instructions g while come across a man
Mr. McEvoy : As a rule it does ; u yo enough ; he will do part to-day

that will make a failure ot .anything. Heu ^ r<>gt g0*e other time. You have 
and part next week, and he is going - bg gvfir gQ hone8t, but he is careless, and 
got to watch a man like that close y , m0n that you depend most upon, you
LtlSrS. ." Srigb, tb„, -ill not C tb. ...b —«7-

have men here who have made per ect wor o brought in, that come
Mr. Frith: How is it with these colonies bygfoul brood being

from a distance, and come by ignoran p P on0 of the most successful bee keepers 
introduced from Michigan. A nmg • Oxford Bee-keepers’ Association, sen
in this Province contrary ^"t^d°Vthink, and a section of honey and some
to Michigan and got a queen in g h had lost fifty colonies of bees and had
bees with it, and before 1 knew whre^ was he had^ ^ ^ „ ftad then t looked
exposed his hives About a year af f into the business again, and I
around and found this foul brood. W ‘g K ^ th0g0 feUoW8> s e nelgh- 
would like to know if there is °month,. They came %lmcst to
bora bought bees last spring, and I did not know i and ( kQOW tbere
my own door ; they brought them the trees n bloom covered with bees, and
had been no bees very dose by and I down in Norfolk county.
I looked around and I found they had been broug on j conld oall eleven

Mr. McEvoy : In looking over the membe Hh^ 0 ^ Qne careieaa party
witnesses if anyone has any doubt as to the^ . '* on tQ the comb; they are not
in a locality causes the trouble , the> ^ ^ carry oat the instructions exactly,
exact enough. Once in a wh clo86iy. Perhaps one man in fifty will not
and you have got to watch that °™.J tty Ll with his bees, he thinks he 
carry it out exactly. Where a man is doing pretty the country some-
ought to go and get a few hives for his own use h.e wUiI». ^ to B6n them
times ; some man has got d'BCOa™f° "h(,m ar a’ man that has a large bee-yard.
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T
Mr. Hall ; If I understand it rightly, we have a law that empowers the inspector 

to burn on the second visitation if he finds his instructions are not carried out. 1 think 
our good natured inspector, as efficient as he is and as wise as he is, lacks a little in that 
respect. I am, I think, in a very clean location, and as far as our neighborhood is con
cerned, I think he has acted in a very wise way, but I have just got a hint since I have 
been in this meeting that it is within seven miles of me and that is too close to me. I 
went them burned up, if the inspector has called more than once. I think I will ask 
that the law be enforced with regard to these men who do not or will not or cannot clean 
up their apiaries.

Mr. McEvoy : I agree with Mr. Hall, 
before, but there will have to be a little more severe burning done.

Mr. Holtermann : The inspector inspected our yard, and there was tiring done after 
he had been there. One of the members mentioned about getting bees fiom the other 
side in the hive or in nucleus form. There is no necessity for that kind ot thing at the 
present day in Ontario If you want to get new blood, get queens ; and, if you want to 
be exceedingly particular and quite sure—there is no danger as far as we know at the 
present time from a queen—there is a danger in the food that is in the cage. If the 
queen breeder is not exceedingly careful, and there are germs of foul brood in that food 
in the queen cage, there is the danger of a portion of those germs being stored in the 
hive, and in that way a danger of giving the disease to the colony. If he wants to be 
exceedingly careful, I say, let him take that food out when the quren comes.

Mr. Gkmmkll : Put the queen in another cage with candy and sugar.
Mr. Holtermann : There is no excuse at the present time for buying bees in a 

country where they have no foul brood Act, and bringing them into this country. I he 
first time I had the foul brood inspector come to the county of Brant there was a man 
in my own vicinity who was constantly buying these bees from the other side, and 
pretty suspicious • 1 began to be afraid of those bees. I had the inspector come there, 
and he found the disease in an apiary. He went to other apiaries where they had not 
the least idea they had foul brood, but they found they had it, and they were exceedingly 
thankful I had the inspector come to that part of the country. Now, in regard to the 
cure, I had Mr. McEvoy come to our apiary this last spring and inspect it, and in the 
very last colony he found something like four or five cells which contained what he took 
to be foul brood.

Mr. McEvoy : It was, straight.
Mr Holtermann : He says, just treat that, that will be all right.
Mr. McEvoy : Because it was a good colony.
Mr. Holtermann : I said 1 would not for one minute, with 100 or more colonies in 

the apiary, hesitate about destroying them. I went and got the coal oil, poured it on 
the hives ; my wife came out, and Mr. McEvoy says, “ This is none of my doings, 1 am 
not telling him to do this.” (Laughter) I just took it to one side, set tire to it and 
burned it right to the ground.
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DIRECTORS’ REPORT.

»FYour directors are pleased to report that the finances of the Association ihnw a
We have endeavoured to expend the uismall balance in the hands of the Treasurer, 

moneys in a way to benefit the members of the Association and bee keepers of the Pro* 
vince generally.

Each member of the Association has received the Canadian Bee Journal during the
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year. a
There were grants given to the Toronto Industrial Exhibition Association of >25, 

to the Western Fair Association at London of $10, to the Canada Central Fair at 
Ottawa of 810.
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The bee keepers of the Association and of the Province have also been supplied by 

the Provincial Government with our annual report. ,
Mr. Holtkrmann moved, seconded by Mr. Chrysler, that the report be adopted.
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By W. L. Coggshell, West G raton, N. Y.

My «rat out-yard ^VZnTy’SïZ ÏoTetuh
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at the out jards. Then the hrat ln th P 8 , r ’aL even the matches to
supplies for the season Theseare taken direct from the factory to each of 
light them with. The kegs 01 y ^ sometimes make a mistake in esti-
the yards just before the season opens. 0 course 1 B^e“gme8matter to equalize them
mating the amount of atora ^ itH reguIar iot 0f tools and furniture, which
when occasion requires. y ... the extractor, store can, capping dish and
stavs there the tin nails for water etc There is a supply of nails, screws,
knife, strainer and plenty of tin pails ' * ^ gcrew(ltiver> two bellows, one automatic 
racks, wire cloth, and of course i . „ w make U8 a part of the outdoor cquip-
smoker, and long wisp orooma, an ^ ; likely to be needed there exceptment. In fact, each yard has about everything that uMJ ^ The aprmg.lock,
the bee veils, which alwa>s go k fits tbem all. I always try to get

viïp1 «. - - - - ^

^y/ON w S T^C’aTe “Î wintered out of doors, either in chaff packed hive.
rSutrpuS^»-».
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apiaries. He is a man that does no y ,ftr but he does this work pretty
understand is that hm pro uc hired man, and there is very little
nearly all himself, wlth the ftl ° I gupp0Be he has come to the conclusion,

, in handling 1,200 colon e , ;T . inw that unless we produce an
like a good many more, that t e price o ^ gmal[. therefore we must increase our
immense amount of honey our r business That is his position, I understand,
aparies if we are going ‘V^^ontd so Toi that^amanwth Vcolomei of bees dare
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brought up as towere not spécialiste. The question
those who made a business of bee keeping, and bee keeping 

only, to stand up, and there were only some three or four out of fifty or more.
Mr. McEvoy : Did Mr. Ooggshell stand up 1
Mr Cot se : No ; he has a faim. So that you see the bee keeping industry is 

usually conm cted with something else. If a man thinks of going into the business to 
living out of it, be has now got to be an expert bee keeper and handle an 

number of colonies to make a reasonable living. Therefore we must, if we are
honey, and I think matter that 

"onies a man 
going to do

wasgoing into the business

mako a 
immense
going to go on in bee keeping, find a market for
ought to receive a good deal of attention at the p ,

handle and how much honey he is going to produce and what he

our

can
with it.

one to come at. Wbat

iiüEiiillPIside issue, but other men have to do the woik ; he may be the head If he has 1 .00 
co’onifs cf less I should call him an apiarist and a specia.ist at that. 1 think specialists 
in (very line aie the min who are going to woik the cheapest ard hist.

Mr McEvoy : I think Mr. Coggshall is a specialist, for although be had this large 
fain, he did rot wcrk it. I was in the honey building at the Toronto exhibition when be 
Eold there one day 23,CGO pounds to an American fiom Wisconsin whom he met in oron o. 
So that while he prcduces largely he makes seme very large sales. 1 count him as one
of the best bee keepers in America.

Mr. Covsk : Heeays he sells most of his honey to a baker in New Yoik city.
Mr. G kb well : The confectioners do not object to dark honey.
Mr Dickenson : I would like to say a few words with repaid to what we shall do 

with our honey I took the trouble to write to a friend in Liverpool who is a commission 
merchant and'sells a great d.al of honey. The reason I did so was because l saw that 
it weuld not be leng before we would be looking around for a market. It was the) year 
before the hard frost. 1 had a thousand pounds over after the winter sale 1 ant ic.pated 
a very large yield the next y, ar, hut it was a blank ; nevertheless 1 have the «-formation 
that Î had written for. He .ent me three samples of California honey, graded, with a 
verv lengthy letter explaining the whole situation as to what I would have to do in order 
to compete against that honey, a, d figuring it up I found that the honey would have to 
be put on the Liverpool market at seven cents net. Since that year there has been the 
year with the hard frost, which made it a blank with me and I expect it did with a great 
many bee-keepers. 1 know that there were some apiarists in this meeting who are worse 
off than 1 was. Generally speaking, it was a hard year for bee-keepers, and therefore it 
mad. a scarcity of honey, and left it in that shape that we did not need to look for a 
market till we got a la.ge flow again. I think we have had a large yield this last year 
and 1 would just say that there is the difficulty. If next year the clover and basswood 
should give an oidinary yield we would have an enormous quantity o honey to dispose 
of in some way. The Liverpool market is in that shape and I think we will have to 
comnete with sage honey from California. I should judge that possibly that market 
might fluctuate—that is, the California supply. The most of the quotations that this 
gentleman gave me were Irom shipments that came round from Cape Horn in vessels. 
When the California honey came by the overland route, which made the freights very 
high and expensive, there was a little better price paid for it, but the bulk of the honey 
we have to compete against now is honey that goes around by Cape Horn in sailing ves
sels, netting seven cents a pound.

Mr. Gkmmkll : Can anyone give ...
down in Liverpool 1 While in California I was told by quite a number of bee keepers

us some idea as to what it would cost us to lay it
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sa

going to be against us.
Mr. HC T.KM.NN : The subject « .re on » ^ we

paper, but it is one of very great lmP°rtanJ* ' Brantford fir^ have, within the last three 
in connection with the British market A Brantford I» purchased and resold,
months, since the 15th August, be ween what they have p that we have to
handled at least 60,000 rounds of honey. Jaw o« » Qur last experi
buy that honey from the bee keepers and we^ave to who^ ^ .fc wcu,d be a good
ment was to go to Toronto to th public 0f Toronto. There we dropped $75
opportunity there to introduce honey th P business can stand experimenting
at least, so that i is not ^ ^ hard ftt it A great many
we will occasionally drop a little money an . ■ cr0D j wj|| keep more bees.'-f I get six cents net for my honey and sell my entire cropj J „ di,

------ 1 properly organized in Oanad , P 1 to the B|itigh markev, I remember
rey in centres where it is scarcer. 1 8 a ial 8tudy of honey there and

meeting a gentleman m “an who gay8 that we cannot get a large market m
its values, and 1 have ye y • B we are securing here. A man who hai-
Great Britain and a better or as good P t &m, bren at a great many of
a diploma as an expert in ('r(at l , o( British honey is,
the honey shows, and knows just «»ctly what th*• q 7 after th(,

'and what it is worth there, vent back ^En^a^ ^ ^ ^ Great
Toronto exhibition, and is now nr g g pr;ce can be secured. Mr.
Britain, and he is nerie-ces which showed the difficulty of getting British
Holtermann then related some expeiit- din„ etc. We are thinking of
firms to handle honey accordmg to ms^ru Wfl ®hillk it wiH be successful, and the
again sending a small shipment of • 7 . came down here was 58 cents,
ÎS5* V <»". I,'"l -rud SSH u ", .o high, ..... in «UW»that is from Brantford. So you see th U 8 liveg in Hamburg the greater part of
to what I am telling you, I met a gentleman have an extensive company in

«S3*»
is a solid business man. They se,\\la„hftt [here ia b, fore us at the present time

" ; «r.,hr.rsir :TJ^ r:r»‘oSsaw;ssBritain. It is not a matter of how * «^her countries is not to be com-
a good article. What is sent *«? 4™^^ honey and the British clover honey 
pared with our clover honey. J difference and if we are prepared to put
in a great many instances you ^ it we wiU d'evèlop a màrket, just as has been done in 
such an article on the British mark thin^ bee keepers have any reason to be
other lines. We discourag^- Jd ^ ^ gpecial way, let it be some-
discouraged ; it is a aat itlind j think the results will
one’s special business tv look after ^ bee-keeper to put anything but No.

Mr. Dickenson : I think it » » J California. These samples of sage

t = -“^“ïïw»sï ....
Srti” S'*» ; ... boa,,. 1 <0 ... tbi.k, -ill n«d to =.~

to that level at all. ,
rnrKKNSON • Honey for exportation should be aw JSihL.,1 1.-.1..!•» «.™-

Mr. Gemmell : Sage honey is.
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Mr McKsiqht: Heather honey is as dark as golden syrup It is a very peculiar 
• i" • th, re is no other honey like it. It cannot lie extracted ; there is that peculiarity 
“fii and notwithstanding that, it commands the high, st price in the British market 
H |V o:her hon(,v 1 am very much interested in this discussion, for the simple reason 

that yov en years ago alike discussion took place, both inside and outside of this 
Association Am, perhaps, the only man here that has a personal knowledge of the 
Êrituh honey market, or at least, 1 had. At that time it was very strongly urged by 
some of our members that we should export our honey ; and it was not only urge 
some o should contribute a certain amount of our Government
:L*Ï fo, Toroid »... ..m. -f -il' ...........be,, Incuse I kuu.
" u ot he in the interests of honey producers of Ontario, knowing as I du « a 
t would not be in toem eresm , aaw it would ,.e a fatal thing indeed for
bem mînderuke that l was getting from 12| to 15 cents a pound ; I knew very well 

then and l know it now, and my opinion expressed then is borne out by the evidence 
Mr HoUermann gives you today, what you oan get for your honey in Creatlbnam- 
, , n all the honev that you want to send there. 1 knew then and

knowhow' that you cannot expect to get a return of more than seven cents a pouml or 
Ït you could not get it then and you cannot get it at the present day. Is it.ad>t sable 
under the present conditions to send your honey over there and take all the risk of 
s ndVne it fake the risk of losing it entirely through a dishonest commission man, take 
SL m? t i Won and all the rest of it Î Far better for you to sell your honey in 
C»nadt0fI may add that there is an unlimited market in this country as far a. our

u .inn .me/ We are selling honey to the public to day and we sell them two pounds 
production goeSfa We are^eiung^io y for, and ,f the matter is properly
pushed you will find a sale for vour hmiey. Everybody knows that the general consump- 
pushed yo , • hundred fold more than it was fifteen years ago, and I
turn of honey mU-»" one ■ , g0 as you can find a satisfactory
believe it will st g, * J j aaid [ knew mire about the condition of the

■essP,—i *■» »•/«-k’w I was one of your representatives over there when we sent over that magnifie, n

di.pl.,., .1» M .l»t h„ ..e, b- '*%%»££££, *«. i„
will be made in « w°*ot]and When I was there l made it a special object to

k s&sgzsxxi
Britain, (Lew.s^ot ^pound tin of Oahfornia honey very nicely put

, . . r don’t know whether i was sage honey or not. ne
3dt.VM8r;r to..,, ...a ..r«

at anv rate expect to realize more than seven cents a pound on an average for it. Will 
it pay you M do that and take the risk of it t I -ink not. I never knew a pound of
honey sold in this country under seven cents a pound.

Mr. Hall : You do not live in our district ; we give them twenty pounds of buck-

wheat honey for the dollar. ,
Mr McKnioht : That is the only return you have given to the public for all the 
^r‘ , ' . a : u.,tAfi *0 helo vou along: in vour industry, that is the onlymoney that..h“thTnubHc has got for thf publie money that this Association has received,

:rh.Th“w- .Tpb.ÿ S S ,h.,Phr Th., .n.itled U,
thing and they are getting it now in cheap honey and in good honey.

M Hoi tkbmann 1 We know perfectly well there are any amount of men in the 
who are aeTng their honey and are very pleased if they can get wholesale, seven
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cents, to sell it at that ; and even in those days ^ have not begun to develop

ravier"vl. p^id
,ot 1~"

market or underestimate its value. establish a character at home,
Mr. Pickrtt : 1 think the tot ttung; tor hive a very large surplus we can

let us get the confidence of our own p p • existing circumstance, I find the
well afford to take a smaller sum font. Bat have no character in the

t difficulty is with the individual producers. y have t ne t0 theS of L Sic not that they are not hones men, but *hey c annot
necessary trouble to establish a d of honey undt niJe cento in bulk I could no
get the price. I do not sell one pound o neighbors and friends and sell v
Sell 12 000 at that, I do not suppose. 1 try f more than they can ge
them at what I sell to others. Bome se to ^ confidenCe i do,not

tT-f " ' d“ “d tb*’ *° “ '°r “ 8
of the crop I have.
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Mr. Cousk : Is the merchant y it at all.
M, Pickrtt : My neighbor merchant in the village does no

Id not handle it under those circumstances.Id not handt Although I do not go very ex-
Mr. Newton : My thoughts agree ,d any toss tban nine cents. I have made an 

tensively into extracted honey, I h»ve not «ild y \ ^ tQ Bati8,y all my customers
aim to establish that market, and to produce gooa ^ centg retall for all the

tomers take it in twenty pound loto_ U] t lota . but within the last two
in my yard. I educated them to buy by > 1 ■ j aupp0ge it will go down, but

time, ani they pay me cento„ "^theprices I have established. Outsiders will

ltv2 reÿaa — -... p.*,.. . - n
an'eltperimenfof m owTand wUho«t »ny view of everwTh the result 
body about it, I sent some off to the old J hefe whoieHale, somewhere between
that it netted me just about what it would g «bought since in my own mmd

B,i- "wCU 72 üHSEmis E SÏ
any other merchandise, we should be Jilhng « M throatl| end cntting our own prices, 
when we do not do that wear® “phoney whatever it is, and then whenever we 
We should set the price ourselves on the digcount| and hold rigidly to that.
ask anybody to handle honey for us give placed it at five and

! AS°Z 5LVS ttt,mandk1 SM, till tbPe market come, up to
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I am not willing to take the prices that are offered.
Mr. Evans : I think one of the main points in selling honey is not to have any 

small packages ; if a man gets one pound or two pounds it is eaten up at once, and he 
tMnksRÏsTecious stuff and he cannot afford to buy it. When he takes a good lot 
before he gets through he does not find it is quite so expensive, and he is satisfied to 
buv more 8 1 think we have to thank ourselves very largely for the prices we have 
to take I think the great difficulty is that bee keepers do not cultivate their own markets.
I sell about a ton of honey every year within about three miles of my own place, and 
1 get one dollar a pail for ten pound pails. 1 sell the stores some, but I find they sell 
very little ; the people come to me I am seven miles out of Toronto, but I cannot afford 

o sell it in Toronto There is no doubt it is sold there at seven cents a pound I was 
in a store at Toronto Junction a short time ago, and I asktd the storekeeper eight cents 
a pound (or it; he ruthtd around the counter and laid, “Let us see what the quotation 
isPin the papers." I knew the quotation in the Toronto papers was six cents a pound.
1 do not think it has ever been changed. 1 said, “ Never mind the newspaper. You will 
find those ,.notations have been .here for the last few years. If every bee keeper would 
sell around home, there would lie very little to rush into the big cities, and then those 
low prices would not be quoted in the papers. I think the bee keepers made a big mis 
take when they agitated a few years ago that there should be quotations of the prices of 
honey published in the papers. I remember that being brought up in the Association. 
It would have been very much better for us if it never had come up ; it injures us in sell

ing our honey around home.
Mr Nfwton : I omitted saying anything when I was speaking with regard to my 

retail trade at home. I may say that the stores in our village handle as much honey as 
my customers do. I allow them ten per cent, for selling ; that is, I sell for nine cents 
instead tf ten to them. We all know that there are people in the community who would 
not come to us to buy because they expect to pay cash for it ; they go to the storekeeper 
and they expect to get it on credit. The men in the village have dealt with me ever 
rince I have been in the business, and I have supplied them at nine cents and they have 

not kicked yet.
Mr Brown : I have been shipping honey this last four or five years to Edinburgh, 

pound for it ; but this year they could get California 
have sold all our honey at home this year.
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OUTLINE OF WORK DURING THE EXTRACTING SEASON.

By John Newton, Thambsford.

hon.v When the spring work has been done, such as clipping queens wings, etc., and 
before the honey season opens, I see that my extracting combs and supers are clean and 
in proper shape for the honey season. My supers are the same size as my brood chambers, 
only one comb less is used. Eight combs 8f X 16} ” comprise my extracting super.

As the season opens, my supers and queen excluder are brought from £he *torB JT"’ 
the smoker is lighted, and the bets smoked, the excluder placed over the brood chamber 
and one super is put over the excluder on all colonies to be run for extracted ,honey “n 
are strong enough to need room. After the I honey How fairly opens, I make it a rule to
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gee what is being done m the supers ^ ^ Never allow a shortage of room for 
more room is needed it “aJ J* 8 degired . one is to discourage swarming from over 
storing. In doing so two obje atest amount of surplus honey. I run all
crowding, and the other is *“ No. 1 is about s full, it is raised and super No 2 
colonies two stories high. When super faav^ not 80 mftny spare combs that it
placed under it. I might say here combs at a time, always placing the combs
can be worked by extracting one-haf °f ,, doing this, you will get well ripened
with the most honey to »he °nhe ■ overycrow|ed) or in need of storing room
honey, and it does not all°w th'o * five dayg after you have placed on your second 
As the season advances, and in fo Vbut here let us be sure that our honey
super, super No. 1 will be ready * ^ kn„^ the nPCtar which the bees collect from
is well ripened before extraoti g. evaporated to make the best honey,the dowers is thin and ^and must ta £ honey until it is capped over
The beekeeper shou d be equally . but then we get far superior honey and
This requires a little more la wanth0ney that has been ripened artificially. Ml
pÆ* JÏÏ w hive.; L h...r .m...... W, hod„ -a »

superior in fiavor.
Now we must see
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that our extracting and
clean and tidy. When visitojs come^^*«0 ^0^^^ ^ h&ve th(„„ g0 aWay saying, “ 1 
my extracting room , I n , if every beekeeper is as dirty as Newton , it is
do not want to eat any extracted hone/it y daubed and sticky, and the bee keeper
not fit to eat ”. I h^Tan L icle oV the m.rket and command a good price. Have 
also Let us put a good clean artic e o ° th(, extract0r placed in position on a
your extracting and store-rooms g J a ^il under the tap, the honey
box or bench in good order and high eno g HCrewed around the top, uncapping can 
the same in the store-room with ^ warm water to place your knife in when

your work. My uncapping can is just 
to drain the honey to one end and run it in a dish, 

is one of the screens of my solar wax extractor.

1
can

When the screen is full, it is place ... , cappings to wash for vinegar, but
it is a nice sunny day the same night we will ™ in them can be placed in
they will be into nice yellow wax .withe honey ^ ^ Nqw when everything is 
your store can none the w°rse for g 8 „ood_I proceed to the beeyard, and go
ready—the comb box, rwhM‘b» extoacrÏlacmg the entrance blocks on, and giving a few 
around to those hives I wish to extr , p 8 the honey, and will greatly
pïol .«eke. Thi. Will *» «.* .mek,
aid you in your extracting. epd to that part of the yard which you w.«h to
injures the flavor of the honey. ^ 0f smoke in the top, tear off your qt
start at. and after giving a ew mo P ^ M M tQ give you more room in the 
take out one comb, placing it a bs and prevent killing and making
.take -nd b--* tl» T' .kTta .r. eW.'edlJT.1»» i.t. ,eu, «,«!> bo, 
angry, placing each comb as the b ^ entrance blocks, and proceed to your
all combs are out close down h ^ be taken in turning thee_

i,

to my 
oney as 
e cents 
> would 
ekeeper 
me ever 
ey have

1

nburgh,
difornia wish to

pToUmokT ïn~tYe top; tear off «qÇ -J 
F ____A- «mi morn room in the hive to

prevent killing and making the bees 

"is not” much danger of breaking the

“”V ektractieg, _pl.ee *. - jjj - -f —Sjttt

sa ^ .;d a™
out. After your day s extracting is over, ^ ke/p them clean, until you want them
up your extractor uncapping dish etc ig over. During the last extracting
again, and thus I work on until the bon y robbing. After the extracting
the bee tent is usually br0Som^ extraced, they are piled three high on hives with a 
season is finally over ,an<? ftl her and supers with a corner turned back to allow the 
quilt between the brood chamber and supers,
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- ..... Mr.bees to clean them up, or if placed in the yard some distance’from bees, tiered up, and 
combs spaced to allow bees access to them, they will soon clean them up. But 1 prefer 
the former way, as it does not cause the same excitment. After combs are clean and 
sweet they are again placed in the store-room with a sheet of paper between each,until 
they are needed again the following spring.

I would like to ask the object of putting blocks in the front of the hives

safety, bu 
bees andi Mr. 
is not the 
are here 
are well iMr. Evans : 

when you are extracting.
Mr. Newton : I mentioned in my paper it was because it warmed up the honey 

somewhat, and greatly assisted us in extracting.
Mr. Evans : Do you keep them there while you

Mr.
great det 
and I ve 
others ; 
and do j' 
them on

shaking the bees ofl the otherare■■
combs ?

Mr. Newton : It is not necessary to remove them till I go to shut down my hives. 
When I shut down my hives, T just throw my blocks to one side. It could be done just 
as well before, but I shake my bees in my super and let them run down the combs ; 1 do 
not shake them outside as some do.

Mr. Couse : What about moths in your combs in setting them away 1

Mr.
danger 1

M
: -

Mr
the grea 
get in tlMr. Newton : I am not troubled with that.

Mr. Holterman : When do you set them away 1
Mr. Newton : My combs were only put away about three weeks ago.
Mr. Couse : But, provided you had set them away in August !
Mr. Newton : I would not like to do that ; that is too early. They are generally 

piled up on the hives till after that, to be fully cleaned out.
Mr. Couse : They could be cleaned out in a day.
Mr. Newton : You can, but that season of the year comes on when we are getting

piled up and generally left there till after

Mr
diseasec 
of a hoi

:: 1 Mi
M

while I 
next Bf

M
honey ready for the market, and they 

the fairs are over.
Mr Holtermann : Is not one object in keeping the combs on the hives so long that 
avoid moths in that way 1

are put on 
where 
the hi'

our

Myou
Mr. Newton : Yes.
Mr Pickett : I think I noticed in the reading of the paper that he had sometimes 

replaced the combs with others in his extracting. Is it wise in these perilous times 1
Mr Newton • Of course, that is a mater of opinion between each of us in this room ; 

as regards the foul' brood question, it has been said that there may be a chanceof spreading 
the disease through the yard in that way.

Mr. Pickett : In 1884 I made the acquaintance 
brood inspector, and since that time you do not catch 
one to another.

Mr. Gemmbll : It is a bad plan unless you know you 
Mr Holmes : I have always practiced the interchange of combs throughout the 

whole yard. If it is the sense of this meeting that it is advisable to discontinue that sort 
of thing I am perfectly willing to fall in line.

Mr. Newton : When I was with Mr. Hall-I suppose I have gone in the same rut 
that he has in that line—we never opened a hive but what almost our first thought wm 
i„ there any foul brood here, (hear, hear,) and that has followed me to this day, I never 
open a hive but if I see a cell of dead brood I am anxious to see what it is.

Mr Pickett • Mr. Newton tells us that that he has two supers on the top of 
each of those hives. 1 suppose he does not go to the bottom of those every week perhaps 
not oftener than once a month, and from the remarks that have been dropped here tins 
morning about people bringing in bees into the vicinity and all around us, who knows 
but the very honey that is extracted from those frames is infected, and he is not the wiser 
for it He may have escaped ten years, but he may not escape another year.
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Mr. Hall : Time, with you, I exP^18 you'had Ptwo hundred stocks of
aafety, but it takes double the amount of la“°r- an“ 1 y
bees and no one to help you I guess you wou ^ geventy-five and I do it. That 

Mr. Pickett : Sometimes I have one iun mined our Association, and theyis not the point at issue. A number of younK me h j the older members here
are here listening to the remarks that are dtopped » g0 well.
are well acquainted with tin. foul brood. I am so r, ^ ^ j faad taken »

Mr. Frith : The year I d extracting you make the circle nearly every time;
great deal of honey. In going around extra* g y colony alone into thirty
and l verily believe that I c»rr‘edn^k‘00„t Se combs and put in a new set of comb

!•£:-«.—
them on to the next hives.

and
irefer

and
, until

hives

icney

other

muchhives. 
> just 
I do

hive to another, is there not as
What about bees that go from one

Mr. Oouse :

get in the honey. , , fllH hcnev in colonies that is not
Mr. McEvov : There is g^8 i° a stain marked cell, and in the time

diseased. Honey to get diseased mus ,g and thua they spread it.
of a honey How they move this honey P frameg during the extracting season I

Mr. Edmonson : How often do you ex I have been thinking
Mr Newton : Never throuÿ *e ^cUn^ason^ ^ ^ from one M to the 

while Mr Pickett was speaking of this . U y F
neat -pri-g. »=d P-‘ a™ °» ll/“ »“ *? „d , ..mall »«mbe,

Mr. Pickett ; I b... m, I mth » 11 | , |sbl.i down on lb. .land.
P-t on -itb »d“ h'.Vf put a.m bJk in ah. .p-i-i 1 «->7 “ >”k “

XS cm. » ». S.II 8« «* ^
„ 1. ,h. extracting comb. 1 '“"^"^b colon, » «•

danger 1

orally

etting 
1 after

g that
Mr. Nrwton : own

When the season has closed do youMr. Post :
etimes combs 1 they clean them.

must have them thoroughly cleaned.
i taken out and put 
are stort d.

Mr. Pickbtt : They do largely ; in 
Mr. Post : If you have buckwheat honey you

if ten left on the hive until they are 
certain distance apart, where they

in the fall. How do you clean yours 1
I have a stove in my honey room.

!8 ? a sense

room ; 
ending Mr. Pickbtt : They are 

and then they are spread aaway,
iw foul 
e from

lut the 
lat sort

left there for a fewThey are
Mr. Pickett :une rut 

ht was, 
I never

extracted, whathours. those combs after they are 
will go into the next season.

h. “Vît” “pLXX” £
Have you the same difficulty I

'ou do not clean upMr. Newton :
little

top of 
perhaps 
ire this 
> knows 
le wiser

Mr. Gemmrll : 
again. In leaving the supers 
bees clustering in the upper storeys.

Mr. Pickett : No.
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Mr. 1 
Mr. 1 

when it ia 
but, of coi 

Mr.
number o 
out a grei 
paper, 11 
express h

Mr.
Mr. 

you are i 
that is a

Mr. Darling : Do you have any trouble in inducing the bees to work in a super Î 
If so how do you overcome the difficulty 1

Mr. Newton : In some cases we do ; I think we are all troubled with it once in a 
while. Of course, as I told you in my paper, I never put a super on until I think they 
need it. I mentioned that in my paper particularly. I do not go around my yard and 
put it on everyone at once. I put it on those that I think really need it ; then, the rest 
are left until I think they are in proper condition to need it, and I think when they are 
left that way there is not much doubt that the bees will enter them quite readily.

Mr. Couse : Do you put a card of brood up ?

-I ,, '

Mr. Newton : No.
Mr. McEvov : Mr. Newton works mostly for comb honey, and his uncapping box is 

arge enough for that, and the way he drains it all right, but if he had a hundred or more 
colonies of bees the uncapping arrangement is altogether too small,

Mr. Hall : Mr. Newton has given it to you very intelligently ; it is the fault of you 
gentlemen that do not do as we do. Mr. Newton does not use any comb for extracting 
purposes that he uses in his brood nest ; and all that Mr. Newton is connected with do 
not do it ; they keep extracting combs for extracting purposes. Mr Newton does not 
want to put up the brood to coax his bees up, because he would have pollen there and his 
combs would not keep after he laid them aside. Mr. Newton’s combs, when he does not 

them, will be clean and free from moths ; the only thing that will eat them is the

Mr
tor and

Mr
Mr
Mi

of the s 
take bu 
in the i

use
mice.

Mr. Dickenson : Mr. Newton says he goes to the hive and takes out the comb 
When I go to the hive I take ofl the super. I make sure that it is ready before I take it 
off and set it down ; I turn over the cover and throw it upside down. My covers have 
flanges on, and I let it stay there and strip off the blanket. That, remember, is the first 
extracting. That rule does not apply when you are extracting for the last time. The 
bees will commence to leave that ; sometimes they leave it sooner than others. Some 
strains of bees will leave quicker than others, but as a rule if you come back in about an 
hour you will find the bees are pretty well out. I come along with a wheelbarrow, and I 
put on three of those crates ; if the bees have not all gone out I take them out, but I 
find frequently I can pick up ones that I do not have to take any bees out of.

Mr. Newton : With regard to your method, I would not like to do that. I think if 
I set down my honey and left it standing for an hour, and then took it to the extracting 
room and tried to throw it out, it would be like what I mentioned, sticky bee 
keepers and sticky honeymakers, because it would come out in strings Mr. McEvoy 
sai i that if I had a couple of hundred hives for extracting, the way I used my cappings, 
my method would not answer. I would just have so many more solar wax extractors, 
and so many more screens and I would work it just the same if I had 200 as I would the 
way I am doing now. If you leave your cappings to the end of the season they get 
granulated, and if you wash them for vinegar you know what a work it is. Before night 

are into wax, and there is no washing for vinegar.
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comes on my cappings
Mr. Darling : Do you not find that the heat of the solar extractor darkens the

honey 1
Mr. Newton : I do not—nothing that you could notice—if it is the right solar 

extractor and rightly fixed. The only difference I can see is that it is a little thicker.
Mr. Oouse : How do you do it Î 
Nr. Newton : My extractor is the

.1
Mr, McEvoy’s. I think it should besame as

kee]
we

shaded.jm Mr. McEvoy : Shift the tin under.
Mr. Newton : You cannot do it that way exactly.
Mr. Dickenson : With regard to warming up those combs, that does not concern 

at all ; it is so warm in my honey house that I can hardly stand it.
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"iVMK «n~-
but, of course, not at one time. orchard ; he found a great

Mr. Best : This paper reminds me very much f think thig plper has brought

1 “SKK& i b. h.. P»™.d b„ ... b», f. —1-
Mr. Dabl.no : How do you shade the honey receptacle 1

Mr Newton • With a small piece of board, right on 
Mr. Nkwton . » ,nt3 f]nsl leave 8pace enoug i

per 1

in a 
they 
and 

i rest 
y are

paper,
express

whatever it may be 
into, andthe dish or 

for the drip to run
iox is 
more you are running your 

that is all that is seen.
Mr. Darling : _

tor and it is a good one. .
Mr. Hall : It saves you from doing any cooking.
Mr. McEvoy : Do you get it colored 1 , . The heat

: I have found the heat of the *un d“r ens ”78^^ honey If you
of the solar extractor is the best a"l‘dh°a® they were granulated and put then,
take buckwheat honey cappings that have 1 d^ ^ 7 nice mild flav0r, but it is dark,
in the solar extractor, the honey that co extractor probably I can say

Mr. Alpauoh : As I am the *nv®° . d again without cleaning your
something atout it. If you run honey *r0UBh‘‘J™ alegg 8You have got to keep the 
screen or pan, it is going to color your honey more ^ ^ .g ft kind 0f dark sedi- 
pan and screen perfectly clean, because ev.y t y and honey passing over that
ment or matter there ; the next day that will heat up^ ^ ^ ^ ^ made lo catch the 
will become discolored. You want your P dJk meta, that ig under the screen. When I 
drip, so as not to allow it to pass ove eventually shortened them up, and
first made them I made them too long, and I have evemtua y^ ^ Mr .Newton has
maybe those that some of the members b(j q{ benefit. Keep everything clean
given us a fine paper and something ; that your bees cannot get into and
round about your place ; have a place for ,e**r“°“ng. canH Jhen you are filling them out 
buzz around when you are working, »n r P • gt Thomas once to sell him some 
of the tank, and so on. I called on a 8t°rf ®eP*r ,0 „ 0h,” said he, “ I bought some
honey, and I was only asking eight cents wh^esa^ . of CUriosity, to see the
honey the other day at seven.” I J^t them the day before and had not
quality of it. He brought out a can “ J the honey for drowned bees There is
opened them. When 1 looked >“ I ^uld not see the ^ ^ state. that would
one exhibition of carelessness in putting honey o if they always
disgust any consumer. People would not tank ot looking at^;j J have done both
got it like that. With regard to puttingMj* ra„ g ^ ^ ^ ,f there is
ways. I have kept them off till ev«’fg b ^g \ put them hack when extracting ; if I 
any inclination to rob. H I am «cant of supers i p^ ofl ^ 8ma„ oneg. I believe it 
have plenty I take two top stories off each h , ^ them back they will go on with
is better to leave them off till evewng- 7 Ca„ do this work at night when
their work just as soon as you close the hive, ana en y
they cannot gather.

Mr. Darling : 
wax

wax
I have the same extrac-That is an idea that 1 had not thought of.
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Mr. Alpaugh : Did you ever try painting your drip pan where the honey drops on 
it I Give it a coat of dark paint such as they paint buggies with.

Mr. Darling : I thought of trying tin in the place of iron. There is this difficulty 
about it, the tin throws back the heat and it is naturally colder, and the wax wff l cool 
on that tin wherever the sun does not strike fairly on it. The iron takes the heat, and 
holds it and it becomes so hot that it will bum your hand. We have to use the sheet 
iron but we have to be extremely careful with it. My extractor, which is made alter 
Mr. Alpaugh’s invention, has the bottom edge of it cut off in order to prevent a large 
space that is in the shade, and my pan is made to slant at the top. It is just wide enough 
so that when I bring it from under one point of the pan I can lift it up at the other. I 
only shove it far enough under that pan to catch the drip ; I just have room enough to 
draw it back in order to pass this pr int easily. The idea of putting a cover on to keep 
the heat out of the pan had never occurred to me. I think that is a good idea, and 
shall adopt it in the future, thanking Mr. Newton for the information. If we wiffi to 
have our honey clean and good, and do not wish to have an irony taste, we have got to 
not only be careful about dirt and propolis that comes more or less from the wax, but we 
have got to keep the pan clean.

Mr. Hall : Mr. Darling, I presume, has a wife and family, and they put down pre
serves When he goes home let him make it Hat on the bottom so that his wife can 
make her preserves on that extractor. If she once makes him a lot of preserves in the 
wax extractor instead of using her cooking stove he will have all the neighbors around 
saying, “ How do you do it?" Your wax extractor is the best thing for making
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4Mr. Darling : My extractor is Hat on the bottom, and it is square on the bottom. 
There is just about ten inches cut off the corner.

Mr. Hall : Is there room to put in a dozen jars of fruit ?
Mr. Darling : Yes.
Mr. Hall : You don’t need to alter it then.
Mr. McKnight : Have you found that honey taken from cappings is as a rule 

thinner than the general average of honey in the supers ?
Mr. Hall : Yes, until after it passes through the solar, and then it is thicker.
Mr. Alpauoh : If you use a honey knife dropped in water it will be thinner : if 

you do not it will be just as thick if not thicker.
Mr. Darling : I have never used a knife dropped in water.
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Mr. Alpaugh : I invariably use a knife dry.
Mr. Newton : I would like to stand in with Mr. Alpaugh. I did not think to 

mention it as regards having the extractor perfectly clean. Mr. Chrysler is behind me, 
and he whispers in my ear about solar wax extractors coloring the wax. It will be just 
the same as Mr. Alpaugh spoke of if you do not keep your screen clean. I always have 
a rag underneath my extractor, and I never turn it to the sun without rubbing the tin 
and also the glass at the same time, and then everything is perfectly clean. After melt- 
ing my wax 1 throw my screen down and pour water on it to clean the screen.

Mr. Chrysler: If your wax is not shadtd, and it is allowed to remain from day to 
day in the receptable, and the sun gets at it, it will turn the wax dark.

Mr. Newton : I hope there are no bee keepers who do that.
in there day after day.
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Mr. Chrysler : It will make it a grey color.
Mr. Darling : It looks as though a man had stirred it up and put a little lamp
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HARVESTING COMB HONEY.

By J. B. Hall, Woodstock.

I will make a few statements of facts as I findl them « tto ^ mugt ^

For the production or harvesting honey, ,® 1, ht gtrain 0f bees must be kept, 
bees, and for producing combp honey 8ectp'°n ^^s of honey, and are not afraid to
By the right strain I mean bees that are g g d ^ tQ the top bar with
leave the brood nest to store it; that will till t that wm fill the sections
broo<l ; that will build combs without the f l faU The above qualities can
to the wood all around, and are not afraidl to cap» * UE(iesirable stock, 
be and are kept, but it requires constant cubing ftnd choice crop of

2nd. The hive has not much todowUh the securing^ ^ ^ ^ { want
section honey. I do not want ai small hive, e P‘ulfactur(;ra an(i patentees tell us great 
it contracted for seven days. ur n ^ ^ and mogt likely say what they think is
things about the choice of dwellingsi for o thmr breaJ and butter, not from the
true, but we must not forget th 7 advice8with a deal of caution,
production of honey, and we m - ^ tQ lagt them until the main

3rd. See that the bees have an abundance f t^ ^ a good letting alone
honey flow, and be sure and do this “ SeP “ stocks that will not be strong
until fruit bloom. This is the nght t me to ^ e any s unitjngi
enough for the honey flow, always keeping he best q u becomes us to go

4th. Fill the sections with suitable <oundatw • H 8^ ^ ^ 0ntario Asso- 
very cautiously, and it will be well that we road t PD fnion Experimental Farm, 
cLtion at Toronto, in 1896, of experiments made t ^ Do™m‘"d wePare told by those 
Ottawa. Certain kinds of patent or other makes
interested that we make a greav mistake i or work it out as readily as that
Do not use tough foundation, as the > Pf the grain being broken
which is more brittle Perhaps they cannot ge hold o q{ making
by the stretching or kneading it gets passing throng P ^ ^ knQW about what

5tb. To secure a crop there must aoney^ . ^ ourgelvM accordingly. Now
Sh^rou=" f0Gj;V?^te?e jus“k"pDinMg .

soon as the honey is capped.

1st.

ill be great factors in producing choice comb honey.
the section with the fishbone. We do not want 

of foundation.

Neatness and cleanliness w 
Mr Holtbrmann ; We want to see

to educate the bee keepers wrongly about the thickn ^ ,g ^ to ghow it ig
This U tuoïhîw U is a“thin as the natural comb, because

ÎÏThlbroken £ they can get hold of i,

Is that the usual weight of foundation that is wed 1 ^ ^ ^ ^

u" passes Through the'mill, and' if one she-t happens 
It pasies^nro machine that makes

? „h Jî vebn ter that some women work

Mr. Hall :

Mr. Smith :
Mr. Hall : Some of it is lighter and 

arrangement for dipping the wax. ‘ . 
to be a little heavier than another it gets 
it, it is not pressed out of all 
and work over
machine, I am simply making my own 
make it to please me.

countenance ; it « uv *,“u ~“-fisaïts:— «w
I am not pulling up

you have destroyed the natural granule 
destroyed the natural granules ofWhen you melt the

melt butter you have
waxMr. Holtermann : 

of it already, just as when you 
the butter.
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Mr.and break it open it looks like a piece of mapleMr. Hall : If you take the 
sugar—full of grains.

„ol S'. Sir i„ ioundstion.
Mr. Hall: „ » »« -b-L » U Lb. m^o,

wax Combinat 
hive has 1will find that. Would itm Mr.
will fill i< 
honey be 
been usee

1
ia line with my experience. I had no 
to speak upon that subject.

Mr Holtrrmann • Mr. Shutt admits that they ignored in their tests whatever 
Advantage there is in thin or thick septums. I can very well understand

, .V Mr.
- as bad as

advantage or 
that.

Mr.
Mr.Mr Hall • Mr. Shutt did not know that we had a more important part to fill 

foundation than getting the bees to use it all. He has not taken that into consideration 
at all He was studying on an entirely different line. He was quite right as far as
went IwJT lUtle surprised he did not kick about the size of the hive. I told you I
did not want a small hive. There are eight of these in a hive (Mr. Hall produces frame) 
E,eht ve"y often are not big enough for all the bees Eight of these are equal to eleven 
Langstroth frames. We want to get the frames full of brood, and those that have p 

bees will perhaps understand it.
Mr. Hoshal : How deep is this 1
Mr. Hall : Ten inches by eighteen and a quarter inside. The hive has but precious 

e to do with it.
Mr. Hoshal : If that was 

o do with the taking of the honey 1
Mr. Hall : No, only I would have to take it off the sides instead of the top.

Mr. Hoshal : I generally take it off the top.

colony, 
she cami 
yard the

Mr
sizil

Mr
Mi
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turned up the other way would the hive have anything
M

Heddei 
find tli 
Mr. Ei

MMr. Hall : So do I.
Mr. Frith : Doolittle takes just as nice honey off the sides.

V chamb 
case of

7 Mr. Sparling : Not now, I think.
Mr. Hall : I have fifty hives such as Mr. Hoshal uses.

frame shows plainly enough that it has been full of brood right

Mm.
my qu
when
perity
brood.
kind.
a hive
Whei
knife
in thi
find i
can k

Mr. Hoshal : That 
to the top bar.

Mr Hall : I can’t keep bees that will not do that. I want them to fill the brood 
' frame full to the top with brood. Some of you might doubt it, and that is why I brought

it down.
one is theMr Hoshal: In the production of honey there are two important things, 

bees, there is no two ways about it, there is as much difference in the ^rking quahUes 
of bees as in the milking qualities of cows. There are strains of bms that will crowd 
their brood chambers ; and other strains again will go up into the sections and work 
there - but, on the other hand, the shape of your hive has something to do vuth the 
amount of honey that is stored above the brood. If you take honey from a super above 
the brood chamber your hive has something to do with the honey that is stored. I 
contend that if Mr Hall builds two hives, one broad and shallow, ami the other narrow 
and deep that the deeper hive will be more likely to have honey stored at the top than

»• *" ~ k£J sirjnr r jasrs
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honey in the brood chamber, those that
in the deep hives. One
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t hat so shaped there is
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hive and what they call the 
the CombinationComtinatiorhive°;'theUJonThWehae th« ^ ?

hive has the same siz 'd frame but it hangs ft atrain of bees that
Mr. Hall : It is in the »tr»in of bœs, as I 11 L of bees that wUl not put all the

w.;p *£*?&>».. *- m °< “• Ih“,"™h"

been u.d to, five or six ,eor. ; look .1 the ^ ^ ,, .bout
There is another thing conMr. Darling :

as bad as that, and that is propolis.
Mr. Hall : Kill the bees that gather propolis. from a good
Mr. Darling : Some years ago Mr. Hall ma e Pr fi looklg pr0geny while

aSi.'tï* -11,0 mr
siz ■ 'I

Mr. Hall : I said nothing about it.
Mr Smith : Do you not think if there

of that hive that the comb would be brought dow
frame with tour inches cut off the bottom.

about an inch or two cut off the bottom 
d fastened to the bottom better I

was
n an

Mr. Hall : I use a
Mr. Smith : You use these, too. t0 be new
Mr. Hall Y« - .« ** “ ” ^.LuTL, W> v—k I

Heddens. I have got enough bees but 1 «“«Jh* ther6 ig a better hive than mine.
M?. EmignhhasHae better hive, Lording to Yj^h^the old^ake^h large brood

-a ~ — - d” *
case of that kind 1 ,,, , diDPing the queens. I have clipped

I go through them in fruit bloom f PP,= ^ look aftertbe swarms
my queens since 1873. I did it then^looking after that I look after every other pros- 
when they came out. And when I am 8 ,,,leen is hunted for, is a search for foulparity of the hive. The first thing.even ^queen is ^0^ ^ ^ ^ ^ any 
brood. I turn ever) comb right over to 1 k t ^ Qn on me_ and I cannot open 
kind. I was so scorched in 1875, that it h s g old l wiU not forget it.
a hive without looking at it. D I■ ,v* 0 f with honey at the top I have a large

Hlri"8 8°‘““"'”,,oa

e“ Z. , T,b,, sir.
whether I am put down as the advocate of aj ^ do wjth the securing of our
™,,ssr,'“%» Th.:,.r

•J2SRS IBSî-iÿ: jeçsssshave them do their best work- There a t ^ y te^, ^ ^t my choice is for that 
or manipulating our cases. maninulate our bees through cases instead of frames.
ÏS55H—„orl„b„.
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\1r Hall • As a bee keeper I have something else to do in the apiary ')e8ld®"

m. L ply bi „ inch plump I»r, „n,l to""J1,,1™ „* B"

EESHEEESgeHE—caused a tight all over the continent of America, and 1 just p 
fight about it.

Mr. Gemmell : mat is the honey board)
Mr Hall Yes But the Hedden hive is a very nice hive. I do not say that any

EÉa2Sir#ri^sgâlï.&'ssttsyïfc
; but row ] den’t want much work.
Mr. Gimmlll: I am going to ask Mr. Hall if the reascn 

Icceutt he can get the bleed at the tep har with lees manipulantn 
othne ; is that the reason why he prtleis it ?

Mr. Hall: I.do; not prefer it.
Mr. Gemmïll : Is that one reason why you like it 1

u ... niot in rre of the leastns ; hut it is no harder (or me to get the brood 
.P .“’b, V/m, ibf i-rell one il I*. «H*»» «*

cliypirg tf the queen. It is all dene at the same time.
Mr. McEvoy : Why are you going to order some more new

2T.:?,".«b*ve ,"c'

sea

60

was he like Hedden hives is 
than he can with the

Hedden hives I

hive.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

The financial statement, which appears on page 6, was then read.
McKnight, that the report be adopted.Mr. Pickett moved, seconded by Mr.

Carried.
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COMMITTEE ON FREIGHT RATES.de»
REPORT of) to

Mr. Obmmki.l reported for the Committee ™ ^uVeoggretione I could

"Tho™  ̂- s-;sK-i=5's rrszi

still some hope of doing something. y Dominion, and I understand that it is
who is the Commissioner of Ag^ulture of the Dominion^ ^ o{ freight
probable that a committee may be aPP°‘nted fit‘to re-appoint your committee to
rates by the Dominion Government, ‘^"0“erned l will be pleased to do what
n.r îwSk wtÜT-i. our .norm i- ttat direction, l»~» » » ««*>■

r.r£sS
“^™ZrV'^Tr»-.,‘p'Ltio. » -, other cl.« of I-ph *W«

the road.

» ÆSJSKJBS1 AS. c«™d.
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Post, that the verbal report of the Committee
es is 
i the

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
then proceeded with, and resulted as given on page 3.irood 

n the
The election of officers was

THE CANADIAN BEE JOURNAL.

Mr. J. D. Evans moved, seconded C W-

. - he.,up W. tehee. -

work 
n the 
want 
time. President 

declared carried.
i any- 
, I do 
r hav-
; y™
■a and 
nd of
it. I
of the

MAKE THE ASSOCIATION MORE USEFUL
DISCUSSION ON HOW TO

Mr. D.«m»= i I. starting . discus.™ .1 this
subjects so varied that we might ta e up nea, tjiat it would be better not to do,
not exhaust the subject. 1 will mentmnafewthings^at^ ^ ^ on0 which bas
and which might bring UP dlacu89‘°"o . l re(er t0 the election of officers to fill certain
cropped up incident illy thlB a^ °° there are institutions that are permanent in their 
positions. You know as well as I do there aje nsc^ when they gel hold 0f a good
character, whether moneyed inst tuuons or h , have heard it stated in this
man they keep him in the place in which they „ j do no(. oongider we have any
Assoeiatiou time after time, Pa99 right I say it is a suicidal policy for this
right to do it unless our abilities give us t g meQ in[0 responsible positions simply 
Association, or any association the^’there Another thing, we ought not to allow
because somebody else wishes to 8e® we may take in hand for the benefit of the
our personal feelings to ., were 0IJ fragment of the whole and not an

sassr^BTit: »« i -i- « i“k '"*"d *° 0,1
lopted.
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thing that 
it for the 
for BUggee 
Associatio 
our respoi

>d «r,' u> g« m,

:**rsXZl iwK2Lk"iT.
=S9t?iE3!!9:ErEEBE€£rt
EfeEe£EEBE^«p, ohta tbereare .nbteke P g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ keep ^ h to myself,
^nd'iH^did 1 would have to make more ihan I have in the past or I wou d no ge ncSiiLSf—«« .J -L^Î-1-
buy it cheaper than they can raise it ^"J.^Tiust entering upon our uselulnesa

r.:«2 r.^'.zL ». ja iT....«.a--»
to the Province. k be donbled or tripled or quadrupled, and I think
°tUrw™uld t i ePver7one ofus tookXhold of it in a right spirit and did what we could for
t hu w^ have to begin at the bottom. Too many people are unwilling to spend a

single1 dollar in membership fees to help along the work of this Association o, of the 

affiliated societies,”'„rv üftï&issïasïii... .h..rr-more useful. 1 .hoUitnat wnen Qur bpj con8tituent members of that cor-
F'E^ThHn 'of.It

Csnada-six pounds to every J, ^ gjrla intend Koing into bee keeping to get

p: h—: Pdt STM T2.sr,.‘. c: zp
r:r xxfert s

sa sas ai* raz'Jisrtaaas rrÆ
five and three-quarter mi » po lx)th comb and extracted, throughout the
knowledge. The » * have' M many colonies of bees to-day as we had that
Dominion Then, »“>ldmg more, we have twenty-nine million pounds of
y.ar, and I know we bave h J ^ l it will be thirty five millions,
honey to day. ifl<n we went early in the morning to thet dlyWI met MrMrV-S .6ndyh. had a little paper in his 
statisticians ethc . ^ y how man poundg 0f honey we have produced in the

r-t*• jsfss - ;-y & * ^srtraarÿti: ssc stfhe colony, both comb and • intrinsically we are the Dominion

r,îü": ’ürarar» "srsiuias
out through Manitoba and ^ Dominion Association. We must bear the respon- 
Kyen We do a good deal of work that is done for the Dominion in initiating any-
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we dthing that will be for the good of the society, ”1 to^his ’ Association

“ tto D t k EEE’-Er£ rj £n-
he

for suggestions 
Association more 
our responsibility.

by
It
he
”y
>n- rquestion drawer.

0( the members with Carniolans as compared with
die <

t
;he

Q What is the experienceto
the Italians 1

Mr. Post : This is the first

“,h6? ”
easily distinguished from the ordinary black bee I , , . .. .

my
elf,
oh.
can
lell.
tees

a sort of 
them out

?aae
ink
for

id a again.

between the markings of the Oarmolans «dbtakto 
black bees that look a great deal like 

I have found in my locality, 
As to the 

to their 
little mote so

the

tion 
lora- 
cor- 
iake 
>ee8. 
n of 
it is

Mr. Chbysleu
there was very little difference 
There is a great deal of dillerence, but there

tJ^ir^^r’hTpLv-f .i-i»
than the Italians, but by regulating swarming it can be reduced equal to
warm weather ^ p other toco»^^»  ̂^ ^ ^ have n

M,‘'hm”P I lh.t th,, ». ‘1‘bSl Ïp (LTdid not

were of no use. It is not so much m the breed cf^thetoBM ^ ^ # ^
the strain of the bee has more to o wi , tQ raige our increase from. I had a
mistake if we do not select our °w“ . „ ( raUi nB in 1897. They swarmed
queen in the spring which I mar ked I could from this queen, and when
about the 4th June. 1 calculated to save all the cells l co ^ ple^n cel,8. Eight
I went into it about four days after swarmin worth]egB BtoCk of bees and took
frames will not take eleven cells, so . intending to make eleven nuclei
an its brood from it. 1 «rafted cells mtoelev« «hi intendngjj ^ de8troyed ^ 
of them. A few days after that I found one quee^a* ^ ^ ^ ^ off the top
her sisters ; and that of course ups y j these little supers to start with,
one and made some other use of it ip«■ on ^01 tn ^ ^ gaye UB m
and before we got finished we go {of en raising was four years old. I am
sections. The queen that 1 had liveal i will raise some more. She is a mix
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Mr.

have been Cyprian, because they are nasty stinging things. The next y g 
one and it turned out about the same.

Mr Frith • Still you are satisfied with thoroughbred Oarniolana.
Mr hall : 1 am satisfied with the mixtures ; I do not want them thoroughbred of

but that 
and they 
race of bt

Mr.
Mr.

about it.onem Mr.
and it ai 
to the i 

leased 
sold t 

for I ha'
Î

Mreither. I ever 1

am only speak ing of my experience. It is the hybrid cross I wan .
Mr frith : You have found that equal to any «rose you have ever had

With the exception of this one I got from a man in Michigan I got

a: »
themselves.
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and I £ 
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If you had a yard filled with hybrids, some Carniolan some Italian 
good deal of Black, and you were going to change those queens, what race would

P”"Hir to a. .omb-bailding Pt<n«— 

Mr. Hall, , », .U ». 5» fa*L“bôj“.”o.l. Sift*”
isrKÿ5iïtir»»«.id.'L *» - ■>■-» ~ii°“ «h°”y wm° *
....... , Do the, c.p th. ho,., -ill. ,i. I»» ««dor «» “PP1"*1

«.: Hall : I. »

ÏÏ7 ;.P‘ZS Acting tat honey, .nd 1 ,.,t b» to giro » . hu.d„l ..d fat, 
or a hundred and fifty sections of honey.

Mr. Bust Are your Oarniolans F»J» exception that the miller has

01 toir* -lh" •“116 B1“k
o.^thod^-hioh.^.^ M"'-' „ lM„,„ , „j„„tood

Mr. Craig : The reason ‘ ** t ^ people practice, instead of building

ÏS.ïïïïSL dSTa»-' *■*“>«
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Mr. Hall : I have no doubt that ia starters,
b” 1 h"e “* ■pure

race

ire
an
;ia-

of bees at all.
Mr. Wt iaTanylT.on this subject at all ; I don’t know anything

id.
nk
Be,
!<1<1 about it.

Mr. Frith : In the last aUfiefa of ™ydiaaater P f introduced her, but I moved away 
and it arrived two or three days after y ' ticular points. I was very much
to the west immediately, and I caD"°^ £ t the bees and what they had done.

°f knowi- 1 would like t0 know- 

,OT 1 h6Ve k6Pt hi:: rLt -d w *» were just as gentle as any

: Mr. Hall has given his experience ‘ I k^w'that's

to know if any other pimon has^^J^Tcan prove that in the poultry business ; 
hybrid is far preferable to a tho™njh.b"f ’ with them, especially during the winter, 
we produce a great many more new }al“ Jg aidea ,111 produce far more eggs
and I find that the hybrid, Irom certain crow ^ in porkPrBiai„g and in dairy-
during the winter than some othe . Oarniolan crosses are better than
ing, and I also find it so in he bee business. the Carmo^ ^ ^ ^ ^ at
any others, I want to know l , , . ., pork department at Ottawa thatExperimental Farm It stands on record ^^ghW, or any crosses of any

certain crosses in pork are over an materially large percentage in favor of one
other description, or the reverse c , y cro3a ;a ;n any way preferable to the
cross over and above every other. geVeral others that have been tried, the
old crosses of Italian and our commo^bees, or of ^al o^ ^ ^ experience in

gÿX £ <Z, th. .ire on ,h. oppoMle », with . Oarniol.n —h.r, ..d

.p,..™ ïttr.,jiLiLM;r;ïï
the queen once a year. The Oarmola q others hide. I want the yellow
only difference is that a0pC°them 80 mnch easier ; that is why I prefer the

::r:,r'r.r.ryrr^—.
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that Mr. Hall tells us he pinched the h®ad ftnd 1 was well pleased with
Two or three years ago I bad nwiy jJ^ed of mine lntroduced the Oarniolan and 
them and they seemed quite gen , g ^ them very vicious and bad
now they are mixed pretty thoroughly withmine and I hud fa-*» prolific.
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Mr. McEvot : About twenty or twenty-five years ago we out a hole through the 
centre of the comb, but that has gone out of practice. We do not consider it necessary 

get these combs filled pretty well with sealed honey. With a proper frame we 
winter them the coldest winter in this part of the Province without cutting through ; 

but if there was a blank in the centre, only part of the honey is along here [indicttesj 
and the wall of the hive. In severe winter weather, a little further north, then what 
Mr. Evans spoke about would come in. It would be a cross road—that would be the 
only advantage.

Mr. H all : In cold climates use the Heddeu hive and use two storeys, and then 
you have an opening from side to side half way up from the bottom board and half way 
down from the roof, and they can contract and expand at their pleasure. When I 
get them out on the first of March, if I can put nut a big hive with the cushion on top 
of it and with the sunshine, those with half an inch cover in the cold weather come up
faster and brood up faster ; they seem to drink in what little sunshine there may be.
With regard to cutting a hole through, I think you will find your bees will die within 
two inches of that hole, from being isolated.

Mr. Darling : They will die within one inch of the hole—that I know.
Mr. Post : I have no experience with the Hedden hives, but I like combs peiforated 

for outdoor wintering, and the packing down tight on the top of the frames.
Mr. McEvov : What Mr. Evans spoke of with regard to these standards and the

bee space in the centre, would certainly come very handy for outdoor work, only it would 
be extra work ; that would be just in keeping with the Hedden hive.

Mr. Hosual : I have never tried it, but it seems to me with a space up and down 
that way, the bees in contracting as cold weather comes on of necessity contract towards 
that bee space ; they may be clustering on the end of the f rame, and the contracting of 
the colony would be a little towards the end or centre cluster, half way between the end 
and that centre. The bulk of your honey will be in the upper case, and the bees will be 
clustering just along in this empty space all the way through, no matter whether they 
cluster towards the end or sides.
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Mr. Hall : I have a strong suspicion that that is so.
Mr. McEvoy i If you till up the centre they do not need a hole cut through at all.
Mr. Holtehmann : I think that is where the great advantage of the Hedden hive 

comes in, in that it has that space in which the bees can expand or contract in cluster
ing. I believe it is a very great advantage if inside of your hive you bore a hole. You 
can close that hole up by means of a plug that has a string attached to it, so that when 
the plug is in by taking hold of the string you can draw out the plug ; you have a knife 
or something on the principle of a butter tester. The bees will till up these holes during 
the summer unless you put a tin rim about them and make them small. Every time 
you cut this hole there is a liability of the bers building in drone comb in this space. 
Cut those passages in the fall of the year ; have this instrument, pull out the plug and 
put it in, gradually working around with the blade of the knife on the principle of the 
butter tester, and by means of that you cut out the comb. Have some hot water with 
you, and have jour knife warm as you work, and in that way you can make a very nice 
job of it and take out exactly the same space every year.
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Mr. Evans : Would there be a danger of clipping the queen ? 
Mr. Holtehmann : There is a

founda 
You kidanger of doing that, but if you do it carefully, and 

work it in gradually, the bees will get out of the way of your instrument and the risk is 
reduced to a small point indeed. I do not wish to give this as original. When Mr. 
Pettit wintered outside he always cut the winter passages, and did it in that way.
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Mr McEvoy : I would like those present to tell me about how much more section 
honey they get by filling the sections full of foundation than by using starters.

Mr. Best : My opinion is just about double.
Mr. Newton : I can only say I don't know.
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the Mr. Post : I have tried everything from starters to full sheets, and I certainly think 
you get about 100 per cent, more honey.

Mr. Hall : I do not know. When I first got foundation I read the books, and
and put it on the top and I was 

in the brood nest that year, and I was

lary
we

gh ;
they told me to put in a three cornered piece of 
fool enough to take that advice. I put 
afraid to look at it for fear it would fall down.

Mr. Emigh : I could not answer the question, and I have never used anything except 
full sheets.

Mr. Sparling : I am in the same position, very much ; 1 have hardly used anything 
but full sheets, but I do not imagine you would get double the quantity. I think it 
would depend somewhat on the honey flow. I do not imagine that you would get double 
the quantity with full sheets that you would with starters.

Mr. Hall: We were short of foundation. You know in putting in five or six 
thousand sections of foundation there are some that will break ofl and leave a little strip 
across the top. I said, “ We have no foundation, and in they go.” We took off twenty- 
eight sections off the supers solidly sealed except this one section that had this strip across, 
and it was about half full of built comb, no sealing in it at all.

Mr. Hosiial : I am satisfied in my own mind that it did not pay to partially till the
small scale, has been fxactly what Mr. 
A few of them were only partially filled,

waxtes]
somehat

the

hen
WAJ P
can
top i
up
111'.

hin

i ted

sections with foundation. My experience.
Hall has stated, that is in putting in on cases.
and others had full sheets of foundation in the sections ; and I would get those that 
completely tilled nicely built out and capped and finished up, but the others would be 
almost invariably as Mr. Hall says. Just how much more honey there would be in one 
than the other 1 do not know ; I am not prepared to say, but there is a marked difference.

Mr. Holtbrmann : There is a point that I do not think bee-keepers have paid enough 
attention to generally. It is not alone how much more honey they will get, but how 
much more is that article worth when you have got it. All things being equal, no man 
can compete in producing a quality of honey and not a full sheet, with a man who uses 
a full sheet. It is not alone what we generally consider a full sheet, but it is important 
to fill the section just as full as ever you can, without endangering the displacement of 
the sheet foundation ; by that 1 mean you want to have it just as close to the side and 
bottom as you can cut it without danger that it touches it and causes it to bulge. There 
are many who think they are using full sheets but they are not paying enough attention 
to that, and the result is, even if they are just as good bee-keepers in every other respect, 
they cannot get as good an output.

Mr. Newton : Mr. Holtermann took the words out of my mouth as regards the sell
ing of the honey. I think that is one great object we have in using the full sheets, to 
show our honey in a different light from what we do in putting in starters. I remember 
going north to buy some comb honey, and the gentleman I went to buy from was m the 
habit of using those small starters ; I think I could say one-third of it was built with 
drone comb that did not look very nice as compared with the worker comb, and it spoiled 
the looks of it for the market, so I think the advantage in using the full sheets more than 
doubly repays us for doing so.

Mr Post : There is one thing I would like to ask Mr. Hall. In placing your 
foundation in the section are you particular which side of the foundation you fasten ? 
You know how to put foundation in brood chambers.

Mr. Hall : I put it in the same as that. People say, “ How is it the bees always 
put the point of the cell upwards 1 ” They say so because they do not know any better. 
They say, “ How is it you always go contrary to the bees!” As I told you this after
noon, my wax is very brittle. I want it brittle, and if 1 put the point upwards it won t 
stand after we run it through our machine ; but if it is put the other way, with my 
foundation, it will stand upright. Then, again, it will not sag so much this way as it will 
the other ; that is why I put it on that way. But with general foundation—1 saw some 
here this afternoon of Mr. Smith’s—that will stand any way. I simply put it on that
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way because it will stand, and it will not stretch after it is in. I do not know that there 
is any particular advantage in putting it one way or the other if you get certain brands 
of foundation, but that foundation would not stand in position, it would buckle the 
other way, and it will keep straight this way.

Mr. McEvoy : I 6nd another drawback in starters, when you put the starters in at 
the top that way you cannot expect the bees to reach it, and they will fill in the brood 
çhamber ; but if you bring it down they run up a .id you get honey in the top chamber 
and you do not have the amount of swarming that takes place otherwise. It is business 
to fill the sections as full as possible. We get twice the amount of honey.

Mr. Hcltermann : 1 did not like to say anything about the quantity of the honey. 
I do not believe you get twice as much honey. When we begin to talk about the pro
duction of comb honey I believe that we are making some pretty serious blunders.

Mr. McEvoy : I go further, and I will say you get three times the amount
Mr. Holtersiann : We are apt to judge by what we get in the supers. When we 

are taking extracted honey we relieve the pressure from the brood chamber. The result 
is more honey is stored in the upper storey, but at the end of the season you can tell 
every colony you have run for comb honey, and for extracted honey. There is so much 
more honey in the colony that you have run for comb honey, because the accommodation 
has not been quite so liberal in the upper storey, and the result is people think they can 
produce a much larger percentage of extracted honey than comb honey. I believe if you 
say you can produce 65 pounds of comb honey where you can produce 100 of extracted 
you have gone just as far as you nan go. When you say you can produce twice the 
quantity of comb honey with your foundation you are misleading again. I say that the 
bees, not having even as much accommodation as they had before, store a larger propor
tion in the lower storey, and what you do find is that there will be a greater tendency to 
swarm and take up the quantity of honey in the different hives. Speaking of this full 
sheet foundation, that is one place where you get the advantage with the new process of 
comb foundation. You say, “lhave got to allow for sagging in the ordinary foundation.” 
Use the new process and you have to allow nothing for sagging. You know where you 
are, right at the start ; that is a very important thing.

Mr. Newton : Mr. Holtermann admitted that the bees would store it below, and it 
would have a tendency to cause the bees to swarm. When the bees get the fever up they 
do not work the same, and are not bringing in so much honey from the field.

Mr. McEvoy : About how much more extracted honey will you get than comb, by 
leaving the comb in the supers till it is pretty well sealed before being extracted 1

Mr. Post : It would average about 65 of somb to 100 of extract.
Mr Frith : You would simply get it in proportion to the amount of sealed honey.
Mr. Pickett ; In our section we get from 60 to 65 per cent, of comb honey to 

extracted honey.
Mr. Fritii : What percentage would you suppose to be sealed ?
Mr. Pickett : About three-fourths.
Mr. Hall : Eighty-five per cent.
Mr. Newton : I was judging about 75 per cent, when you leave the combs to be 

thoroughly capped.
Mr. Hall : If they have to draw the comb in both cases there would be no difference 

comparatively. You have given them so much of a start in one case, it is like two men 
going for a race,

Mr. Evans : Is not the reason we get a greater amount of extracted honey due to 
the fact that in one case we have combs left over from the year before ready for the bees 
to fill, and in the other case they have to draw out the foundation 1

Mr. Darling : I am not a comb honey producer, but I take a few sections some
times for my own accommodation, or that of other parties, and I have found what has
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iMfumpollen from going in the section*, and if I drop another behind, the probability is that 
the sheet which is behind will be drawn out and tilled before the sections are that ar 
between the two. Why is it, unless they hate to work in those little holes !

Mr. Chrysler : 1 can get a little more honey by haying shallow frames in8tead of 
sections, say four inches and four and a half, than I can if that space was taken up wlti. 
four sections filled with comb foundation. There is more finishing up to do in the sections 
than there would be in a frame four times as large, and I always =°“te”d- fr0™. b * 
experience I have had, that if we could have our comb honey in that sized section it

would be more profitable.
Mr. Sparling : This year my bees commenced to work with a rush; it ^ 

just three or four days, and those that had extracting supers on had quite a lot of honey 
In them when the bees that had foundation to draw out in sections had only just com-

menced. ,
Mr Hall • If you give them foundation in both cases, and let them cap it, you will 

find precious little difference in the result ; that is if you weigh the surplus honey in the 
brood nests as well as what you get at the top. If you only reckon the top you donit 
know w hat you are doing. In one case you may have thirty pounds below and in another 

case you may only have three pounds below.
Mr. McKnioht : What is the most convenient article that can be employed for tak

ing down a cluster and hiving the swarm 1
Mr. Evans : Some years ago I was in Owen Sound in the summer season, about the 

time of bee swarming, and I called on Mr. McKnight and he very pleasant y ah°we<l me 
a system of swarming which was the best I have ever seen, and 1 have followed it ever 
since. I think probably he had better describe it himself. 1 thought it was worth jour
neying all the way to Owen Sound to know. I was at Mr. McKnight s house and w 
very well treated, and I learned how to take down the bees on a stick, which I think is

of the best things I ever learned.
Mr. McKnight: It was just mainly to give my experience on that point to my 

brother bee keepers that I raised the question. What I have used for fifteen years is 
considered to be the best thing of the kind that is used anywhere. Its construction was 
not original with me ; I saw it mentioned or described in Gleanings fourteen or fifteen 
yeais ago, and I was a comparatively young bee-keeper at that time, testing nearly every
thing 1 saw that came along. This is a very simple and cheap contrivance. Those of 
you who were brought up in the old country will best imagine what it is like when I tell 
you it is on the principle of a chimney-sweep’s brush, only a chimney sweep a brush is 
wire, and this is made of wood. Take, for instance, a piece of stick two inohes square 
and say two or three feet long, chamber the four edges of it and make it octagona m 
shape (eightsided) cut off a few pieces of lath, rip your lath up the centre, cut them m 
pieces about two feet long and nail them around on these eight bevels one afte the ot 
till you get it filled down well, six or eight inches would be quite suffi 
other end cut a tin ferrule, put it on the stock with perhaps two inches or 
inches to receive the stick that you put into it. Have in your yard half a dozen 
different lengths of stick that will slip easily into this socket. When your swarm i. 
clustering that is the best time to do if, but it does not matter ; you can do it almost as 
well after it is clustered. You can see at once what length of stick is required to reac 
the cluster. Take the stick that you have in hand, put it into the socket, and as they are 
clustering put this in amongst them and they will cluster on it every time. I have taken 

• swarms of bees oil the top of a big old elm tree ; simply by tying one onto the other you 
can reach away up to where the cluster is. If they are clustered, as very frequently they
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■
are, before you have noticed them, take your stick again and give a sudden jerk near the 
clutter of bees till you dislodge them from their resting place. I will guarantee to catch 
nin ty-nine swarms out of one hundred with that simple contrivance. Having them 
clustered, then you can set your stick on the ground and take it away. When they are 
all settled upon your chimney sweeping brush, lower your stick, drop the stick that was 
in the socket, carry home the swarm of bees to the front of your hive, and give it a sudden 
jerk and there you are. I may tell you that when one of the prominent members of the 
British Bee Reapers’ Association was over here during the Chicago Exposition he stopped 
at my place for a while and I was showing him this contrivance. It was in the morning, 
and I had little hope that 1 would be able to give him a practical demonstration of its 
usefulness In going through the orchard, which was composed mostly of old trees—my 
bees were in the orchard—there happened to be what an Englishman calls a “ cast,” and 
evidently it had been there all night and it was worth having. 1 took the stick and went 
through the simple operation with that little cluster and in less than ten minutes the cast 
was upon my chimney-sweeper’s brush 
me, and asked me to give him a full description This device will not cost more than ten 
cents, and a boy of twelve years old could make one. The only thing that costs anything is a 
tin ferrule, worth about five cents 1 would recommend every one of you here to try it, 
and I believe if you try it one season you will never dispenso with its use.

Mr. McEvoy: The question asked can perhaps be answered in another way—I find 
a pair of scissors a good way to get them down.

Mr. McKnioht : I never clip my queens.
Mr. Evans : I suppose this does not interest expert bee keepers who clip their 

queens, but there are some who do not. I have ha 1 some clipped queens, and I do not 
like them at all. In returning they are liable to pile onto the adjoining hives. Doming 
back to the fact that we allow the bees to swarm and what is the best way to get them 
down, I have found this device of Mr. Me Knight’s an excellent thing. I did not bother 
with the tin I made a couple of them of different lengths, and then I fastened a hook 
on the end at the top, and 1 have another pole with a hook on it. I take the precaution 
to hang the pole with the hook on it on the limb, and then I hold the device under the 
limb and I give the limb a j ir, and then I hang it on the limb and the rest go to it

Mr. Frith : It puts me in mind of a device I saw when 1 first commenced to keep 
bees. It was made on the same principle, only the man had, I think holes bored in the 
central piece and corn cobs stuck in it.

Mr. Hall : I knew a man who married a school teacher, and the bees were given to 
the girl baby. This man used to keep some thirty to seventy stocks of bees and the 
product of the bees belonged to the baby 1 said to him how do you manage when the 
bees swarm 1 He said, “ 1 don’t have to come up from the field. As soon as ever my 
wife sees that the bees are swarming, and they begin to cluster, she does not go near them. 
They begin to cluster and she takes this thing on a pole.” It looked as though there 
were a lot of corn cobs stuck in it, and on top of it was a hook, and she would raise up 
the stick with the hook on it and would shake the limb, and then she would put it on the 
giound and go away and wash her dishes. Someone said the best plan is to use the 
scissors. I use a penknife.

Mr. Holmrs: 1 have used a device something similar to the one described by Mr. 
McKnight.

Mr. Husual : 1 have just been wondering in my mind whether the use of the scissors 
works out as practically as it does in theory.

Mr. McEvoy : Every time.
Mr. Hoshal ; I suppose the bees go back every time just where they came from I
Mr. McEvoy : Nearly always. I just catch the queens and put them in the hives, 

and feed them for hours, and I let them all return, every one of them.
Mr. Darling : We do not all have the opportunity of living alone. It was my mis

fortune to have a neighbor who was exceedingly troublesome. The longer wo lived oppo
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site each other the more troublesome begot whetherit was 1,18‘ ™ dWnot happen
know. My bees used to go across ; « hey do not mind fenc^ana tn . thr^t.
to be any fence between his place and mine. - , what Mr. Hall calls a
about what he would do with me and ™y bees and t difficulty with a
clipper then. However, I made up my mmd ' ^ foe next
neighbor I would try what the scissors would do and 1 time came one
year I put my bees out again right around my house, an w“ “ «warm would come
or two of the neighbors thought there would l“wonW «“leIround^Id around,

out 1 captured the queen and let the ’e°8 tM rpady 1 Bat down and waited quietly, 
and after I had my queen caged and everything nUfi sw■ the hive.
and they came right back to where I was si K I naid “ I don’t know that
Finally one of the -ighbors sanl ” W at-U^rbec* ^ ^ g0 after them.” I 

there is anything wrong with them. tie , and come home when they get
said, “ My bees have good manners, and they g “ My neighbor"d,." H. ..id, - Tblyd..', M «be, « bri" Î told

does not want them. They «° “"“ft mP a good deal of trouble. I found further
them at last what had been clone. , ® clinned I would have lost a good
before that season was ov-r, if I had not hail my q««‘ PP“, ‘ , f the fact that
many swarms They tried to getaway, «d many as fivV.warms piled in a
they could not take the queen with ' • hefe and no/one has touched upon it,
heap on the fence. But there is a dith y > . WQ bave maybe three
gwarms^in S STÏÏU «SÏ
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have had to kill her.
Mr. Alfaugh : They found the swarm with a young queen 

they would not go to the woods with a strange young queen.
’ corroborât. wb.« Mr. Alp.ogh Iron, Pf~l g

You cannot h... . ...n» •< «1 ■»» «■* » l»"»* “ ? W.o hod
That does not take place, and cannot take place, tozether. Mr. Darling
the experience of the old queen and the ^""^'hTt kind and it came out on the Sab- 
received a queen from me; that »«»'l ^ 1 one 'ol these little new thorn hedges
bath It was just before dinner, and U w is y g in„ froln dinner they were
we are putting out. We went to dinner, and when 1 was comiug^m ^ ^ / flaw
going to the woods. I had my «'^eonm » c; g , ^ itg yoimg queen, and
there were other young queens there 1 his swarm o * Another time there
I had got the mother at home. But; they *'"> ■ ^ ^ ^ bundled two of them
wore throw swarms of boos hanging mlfLn wa9 • we hunted around and
into a hive and the other one went back w tere (1 and they came out again,

SÎ *£& "HE^Hb^hl^ JKr ;r,pg'r,.,gr.»H ^
Mr. Holmks : What is likely to occur if the attendant or man in charge ya

happens to he oft duty when a swarm issues with a clipped queen
Mr. Hall: The bees come hack again mostly ; the mother goes 

That is the only way you can run out apiaries. I g» ou b° m^dlPgwarm again the next
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and the mother will go back again ; she does not want to go to the woods. We have got 
erroneous notions from these John Bulls and these Dutchmen as well, as to the queen 
leading off a swarm. She is not a queen, she is a mother. She is never out until after 
the bees are out ; and she does not want to come out ; therefore an old queen never leads off 
a swarm.

Mr. Darling : Did you ever see the bees crowd them out behind ?
Mr. Hall : I cannot say that I have.
Mr. Hoshal: I have been wondering if there is any difference in bees a* to their 

hiving qualities, the same as there is in their honey-gathering qualities ?
Mr. Darling : Some of them come out, and if they come out a second time you 

cannot get them to go back again ; they will go to the woods.
Mr. Hobiial : What made me ask the question was principally this : 1 have not been 

in the habit of clipping, but in these conventions I find that there are bte keepers who 
do clip, and it makes me somewhat sceptical in my position as to whether I have got 
the right end of the thread or not.

Mr. Alpacgii : If you place your hives along in rows, very uniform, just so far apart, 
you will have any amount of troulde in your arms returning; if they cannot get into a 
hive they will go into the next one, and follow right along But if you turn your hives 
in clumps of four you will have no trouble, for they will find their own hive every time.

Mr. McEvoy ; In a swarm returning to the wrong hive what would you dol 
Mr. Alpavgh : I just stuff up the hives with anything.
Mr. McEvoy : 1 have tried throwing a clcth over them, but of late years I find the 

best thing is to get a smoker, and I can cover the hive,

THE SAN JOSÉ SCALE.

By W. M. Orr, Superintendent of Spraying, Fruitland, Ont.

When this work of spraying was committed to my hands by the Hon. Mr. Diyden, 
Minister of Agriculture, he wrote me certain instructions, which I will give you, saying, 
“ Word has come to me that some of the spraying has been done while the trees were in 
bloom. I think this mutt be wrong infoimation, but I hope you will guard against 
making this trror.” That was the first letter I received from him. I may say, I at once 
telegraphed to each of the men who were doing work in different parts of the Province, 
instructing them not to spray under any consideration when the trees were in full bloom, 
and to instruct others not to do it. Every intelligent fruit grower knows that it is not 
only useless but injurious to spray when the trees are in full bloom. Thirty thousand 
copies of a bulletin were issued, and in this bulletin we say, “ In no case spray while the 
trees aie in bloom, but immediately after ; it is contrary to law." We are going to add 
in our new bulletin that cfhndirs aie liable to a fine of from $1 to $5 for each offence. 
We cannot get things perfect just at the start. There is no conflict, or at least there 
should be none, between fruit glowers and bee keepers, as cur interests certainly are one.

There is a matter which I think probably you have not considered, and which is more 
serious than you may th'nk, and that is the San Jose scale invasion. If this ensmy of 
the fruit grower and of cur forests is left un checked,'there will, in tire course of a short 
time, be to treis to bloom. The scale affects every tree except the pine and the cedar. 
It is also said one varitry of cbeiry is exempt from its ravages ; but I think perhaps that 
is not altogether certain. I can give you a short history of this scale, if you think it 
interesting, and I have specimens of the wood and fruit infested with me.

It originated in the San Joed Valley in California, and was first known as a pest 
there about twenty seven years ago, but inside of a few years it had spread in all direc
tions from the place in which it was first detected. It was unknown east of the Rocky
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Mountains until about seven years ago, when it was brought to ^rser|efl in New Jersey

sr^s.:î asxs&xs asxtfszz „T,
rJ“ „.m CtaU-b l/.b. ,.«n„ of K,n,.

nurserv stock from the New Jersey nurseries, and set it out. the trees appare y 

every pre.ibl. me— lo extermin.l. it. Tbeo.mr .1 once »mme—d tm mg tb. ««•’

-,F^SH£Hrïri?asEr£^r;^>7EBS-£‘
Wubin=te'*to PrXeTVora " onTinlormed tb.t it »«• the dremled peel

îSS:-:ïr:i:rr«i‘:rï
and the Professors from Toronto were sent on there, and the Professors from the Agri 
cultural College of Guelph and myself, and a meeting of the fruit growers was called, and

E%^h:Mph.t isss ;“,d s Sjs
BHSEEBtHEi^BSMlEb^Eè

r£ fi
said he did not think he could relieve him ; that he thought the only ““^^mTnow 
out He said he would not destroy them unless he was forced to do it. He tells 
that the infestation in his peach orchard covers eight times the area it did in July las . 
that he motion P detect. In fact, I made a very careful inspection of
U,™Ji:rd,i.«d...d md. oi hi. ,mb.ri i- July i..«, .nd «.« d .1

éSSSB
with young. They are not visible to the naked eye ; you have to find them with a glass.
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Mr. J. K. Darling : A man with strong eye glasaea can detect it. I saw it on the 
fruli in Toronto.

Mr. Ork : There is a clearness and smoothness about the skin of fruit that you can
not get on bark. 1 have a specimen here of the wood infested, which you can see if you 
wish.

Mr. F. A. Gkmmell : Is there any danger of it being carried on the clothing or hands 
to an orchard from here 1

Mr. Orr : Yes, in California they will not allow » man who is driving through an 
infested orchard to go to another. There is of course not the slightest danger with regard 
to the specimen which I produce to you now. The insect only travels from two inches to 
a foot in a lifetime ; they commence to breed about the first of June and continue as long 
es the warm weather lasts. I produce also for your inspection a pear ; the discoloration 
which you see on it is caused, both on the wood and on the pear, by the scale

Mr. J. B. Hall : From your experience, you think the only safe course or remedy is 
extermination 1

Mr. Orr : I do, and the bulletins I am receiving from the other side speak in the 
stronge.-t terms in regard to extermination at any cost.

Mr. F. A. GkMMKLL : In what way does it aflect the fruit 1 Does it kill the bearing 
qualities of the trees 1

Mr. Orr : No, not that ; it simply saps the whole life from the tree and it withers 
up and dies, and the fruit, as well, does not attain its growth. The male insect cannot 
spread it at all. A bird lights on an infested tree, and the lice get on the feet of the bird 
and it carries the disease in that way to another tree. The lady bird feeds on them, and 
as she flies from tree to tree she carries them with her. Wherever the trees interlace the 
insects pass themselves. It Will attack every deciduous plant or wood ; it cannot live on 
dead wood ; as soon as the plant or tree that it is on dies it dies with it.

Mr. J. K. Darling : There would be no danger if the wood is deadl
Mr. Orr : Not if dry and dead.
Mr. Alpavoii : Is there no danger of them leaving the dead wood Î
Mr. Orr : They have no power to leave it ; they anchor themselves inside of twenty- 

four hours and never move afterwards. There is no egg laid ; they produce living young. 
They are the only scale insect out of many that does. They produce living young, and 
produce them constantly. 1 would like to give my reasons for bringing this matter of 
the scale before you , it might appear to be a little foreign to your work. 1 feel that it 
is a matt>r that demands our most serious consideration; there is a very great deal at 
stake, indeed. There is one man already who has three farms and over 7,000 trees out 
and they are all just coming into bearing condition. I kno r of one orchard which con
tains about 1,600 pear trees nine years old, and 1 do not think one tree can be saved ; my 
opinion is that the whole orchard will have to be taken out, and he has three other 
orchards infested 1 have found it in orchards between Hamilton and Grimsby, and 
between Hamilton and Oakville. It may lemain there for two years and you may not 
detect it. If it is carried by a bird into the top of a tree it will work downward, and you 
may not notice it.

We located infested stock in 1895 in different places in Ontario, and 1 have Wen 
visiting those places just as rapidly as possible. There are many instances in which we 
visit the place, and the trees are dead and gone. In one case I drove twenty-two miles 
to see two trees which a man had, out from Bothwell. It was over a terrible road, and 
when I got there the trees were in perfect condition. Suspected trees have been sent all the 
way from Ottawa through to Windsor, and we had the whole country to go over to find 
them and inspect them. I am sa'islied that there will have to be fifteen or twenty more 
men sent out so that this matter can be thoroughly investigated and the scale extermin
ated at any cost. 1 presume that you are all aware of what they have to do with the 
Gipsy Moth in Massachusetts They were brought there fur the purpose of investigation 
by naturalists ; a few of them escaped, and got out over the country and covered a section
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of two hundred miles square and they have been fighting them nowfcr a numberofyears. 
They have expended >700,000, they have had eighty men out all th,s summer and y 
expect to spend a million dollars more before they get it under control ; whole itwh£6 
go ng to be cut down and burned. I believe we have just as great a pest tn h, San 
TJ'scale as they have in the Gipsy Moth. I do not ttak the» lhas
obtained any very great foothold in this country, and say P

cost if we can.
Mr. J. B Hall : Is there any penalty for keeping it I 
Mr Orh- There is no legislation in regard to it at all ; there is a bill now being 

framed in the house, and fruitgrowers and all interested bodies ought to make their w s 

known in the matter.
M t n [ think we, at an Association, should make it our business to see

a tent over the tree and sulphuring it 1
Mr. Orr : They treat it wi'.h hydrocyanic gas, but it is very expensive.

It costs twenty-five cents a tree. _

, M'. °-":jv* rhLhrb«n.“
*'*' , ,L7h«l not to cut U dn.„ J.L b. thought the tre. could be

HU .to hi. experience in de.U.g yiltfcy;

ouch ». anything el.e, 0, l“ ", U ^tJ „„„„ might prob.hly
UuhuLer°t,.î »ûd "X,: .«M -,«l«. S- The ecu, Hou„ i. Ubing met,.., 

and I presume the Dominion House will when it meets.
Mr Evans : In what way can this Association help you in getting legislation 1

Niagara—but in the United States they have cut down hundreds of forests
I have travelled through California, but I have not heard of thmr

not treat them at all ; it seems to be

out.

Mr. Alpauoh :

Mr. Alpauoh : ...
shade trees and forests being affected ; they do no
onlv the fruit trees. „ . ,__,

t ii m n c< Hoi tfkmann seconded by Mr. Emigh, and r©80 >

t„ m ,,, », a h»™”"»’ “th“ “‘'v'»°!,»£

and how to spray

Mr. R. F. Holtbrmann moved, seconded by Mr. K A. Gbmmell, that a
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND HONEY.

Mr. Frith moved, second) d by Mr. Gkmmkll, “That whereas the Educational 
Department of Ontario have in contemplation the re-arrangement of the system of 
education, making it more practical in the public schools of Ontario, therefore be it 
resolved that we as bet-keepers co operate with the other departments of industry and 
others in asking that the subject of honey be taken into consideration.” Motion lost.

BUILDING UP BEES IN THE SPRING.

Mr. O. W. Post read his paper entitled “ Building up Bees in Spring," which may 
be fourd in the annual report for 1896.

Mr. Gkmmkll : Do you use any of those hives that are painted of a dark colour 
when you take them out to the country ?

Mr. Post : No. The dark side is on the north.
Mr. Gkmmkll : You do not give them any extra shade Î 
Mr Post : That is all.

Mi
Mi

M
would
of verj
should
miss tlMr. Alpaugh : Those who have not got out-apiaries to put their bees in should use 

a double entrance and reverse their hives accoiding to the stason.
Mr. Post : You can swing them around.
Mr. Hoi.tkrmann : You do not need any double entrance if you have your entrance 

on the bottom board. All you have to do is to turn your hive around.
Mr. Gkmmkll : You spoke of stimulative feeding when a great number of bees are 

hatching. Would that be previous to the fruit bloom or after 1

Mr. Post : It generally occurs just after huit bloom. As a rule I do not feed before 
fruit bloom, but sometimes it is necessary for me to feed right in fruit bloom.

Mr. Smith : Do you find much cn the bottom board ’/ Does it require much cleaning 
out! Because we find if the bees are wintered in a high temperature from 48v to 52°, 
there will be practically nothing on the bottom boards.

Mr, Post : My bottom boards are clean and dry.
Mr. Smith : You speak of cleaning them ofl.
Mr. Post : I spoke of a new bottom board under each hive ; I begin with a clean 

one ar.d go right through. As a iule they are clean and never clog up.
Mr. Hoshal: Do you spread brood/
Mr. Post: I do when the right time comes—.after the honey How. I use nine
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Mr. Smith : Do you think it is necessary to have a division board 1

Mr. Post: Sometimes we have a weak colony.
Mr. Smith : You spoke of a device, and said that a bee space under the quilt 

not advisable ; that is, a bee space between the quilt and frames.
Mr. Post : No ; I pack tight on top of the frames.
Mr. Smith : Where there is a bee space no other device is necessaiy,
Mr. Post : They cannot get acicss if you pack down solid on top of the frames.
Mr. Hall : Mr. Post has certainly got on the right track in keeping bees, but he 

does perhaps a little more labor than I would do. In cleaning off his bottom boards there 
is only about ten per cent, requiring cleaning, and that ten per cent, does not pay to look 
after. He says the bottom boards are practically clean. That is the case in all stock
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Mr. McEvuy : That ia a great exception to the rule.
Mr. Hall : These are isolated cases, but with me, if I had a hive that carried twenty 

frames and had one of these little bunch of bees, if they had enough honey in the hive I 
would not touch them—they should do as they choose. If they come up and give ua 
some honey I say : “ You are good bees, you are profitable to keep," If they die, I say, 
“Good riddance, I have got the hive for something else ”

any i 
for s

tl
UNFINISHED BUSINESS. C'»ni] 

an ni\Mr. Hail moved, siconded by Mr. Post, that the objectionable words “ Foul Brood 
Inspector ” be eliminatid from the statute and that the words '* Inspector ot Apiaries ” 
be inserted in their place. Carried.

Mr. Holtkrmann movrd, seconded by Mr. Gk.mmell, that by law No. 15 be amended 
by striking out the words “ 1st day of L>eciruber,” and substituting therefor the words 
“ 15th day of November." Lost.

Mr. CoL’sk moved, seconded by Mr. Gk.mmki.l, that this Association endorse the 
action of the Govi rnmtnt in the appointing of a commissioner in London, England, to 
place honey on the list ol Cai adian products ; ar.d that we would recommend Mr. C. W. 
Post as a tit and prtper pet son to act as inspector for the purpose of guaranteeing any 
homy which the mt mbirs of the Ontario Bee keepers’ Association may export to England. 
Carried.
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Mr. Gbumkll : 1 would like to know if there is any data as to when the first Italian 
blocd was introduced into Canada.

Mr. Frith : I have no proof, but 1 think just south of where Mr. Brown lives, 
betwetn there snd the St. Lawrince, there was an Italian queen introduced from Lang- 
stroth as near «s 1 can remember between 1855 and 1860.

Mr. Brown : James Me flat, of Los Angelos, California, was, as far as I am aware, 
the earliest importer of Italian bees.

Mr. Frith moved, si cot did by Mr. Brown, that the name of Mr. John Newton be 
placed upon the list of those recommended by this Association for the position of Dominion 
Apiarist. Carried.

Mr. Hall moved, seconded by Mr. McKnioht, that votes of thanks be passed to the 
Association while we have been in session in the city of a fpress for services to us as an 

Hamilton, at d to the county council and to the mayor and corporation of the city of 
Hamilton for the advantages and conveniences which they have afforded to the Associa
tion. Carried.

Co

l toOn motion of Mr. Post, seconded by Mr. Gkmmrll, the convention adjourned to 
meet again at the City of Guelph in 1898.

Ai

caDIRECTORS’ MEETING. th
11«At a meeting of the Directors at the close of the annual meeting Mr. Couse was 

re appointed Secretary and Mr. Martin Kmioh re-appointed Treasurer.
The president, vice-president and second vice president 

committee.
The usual $200 was appropriated for the affiliated societies, no society to rtceive 

more than $20.
The following grants were 

Western Fair Association, London, and the Canada Central Fair, Ottawa, respectively, 
$25, $10 and $10.

The executive committee weie also appointed the programme committee.
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It was decided to give each member The Canadian Bee Journal for the current year. 
The executive committee was advised to settle ordinary accounts when present .
Mr J K Darling and Mr. R. F. Holtkrmann were appointed a committee to send 

any samples of honey to the Inland Revenue Department, Ottawa that they may recel e,

W. Cousu, Secretary.
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il BY-LAWS.

annual membership fee of one dollar. ,
od
»”

ed ten mendiera in good standing shall constitute a quorum. . , , , ,
3. The time and place of holding the next Annual Meeting shall be Axed by the membe.a 

present at the Annual Meeting.
4 The Board of Management shall consist of a 

Directors, elected one from each of the following twelve divisions :
Duiulas, Glengarry, Prescott and Cornwall.

de

President, two Vice-Piesidents and ninehe
to

tV. Stormont,Division No. 1
Division No. 2.—Lanark, Renfrew, Carleton, Russell and Ottawa.
Division No. 3.—Frontenac, King.ton, Leeds, Grenville and Brockville.
Division No. 4.—Hastings, Addington, Lennox and Prince Edward.

Northumberland, Pete: borough. Victoria and Hahburton.

ny
id.

lan
Division No. 5.—Durham,
Division No. (i.—York, Ontario, Peel, Cardwell and Toronto.
Division No. 7. Wellington, Waterloo, Wentwoith, Dutlerin, Halton and Hamilton. 

Lincoln, Niagara, Welland, H aid inland and Monek.

ea,

Division No. K.—
Division No. it.—Elgin, Brant, Oxford and Norfolk.

Huron, Bruce, Grey and Perth.
Division No. 11.-Essex, Kent, Lambton, Middlesex and London.

12_Algonia, Simcoo, Muskoka, Parry Sound, Nipisiing and Manitoulin.
Director from the Ontario Agricultural Colleee and Experimental Farm.

Committee.
5 Five members of the Board shall constitute a quorum.

esignation may be tilled by the President, subject

re,
Division No. 10

be
Division No. 
Also one _

on

the
of
of

:ia-
6. Vacancies on the Hoard by death 

to the approval of the Executive Committee.
7 The officers of this Association shall he elected by ballot, with the exception of the

vote of the Association.

I nr r

to

Auditor, who may he elected by an open .... • ,
O I. ah.,ii be the duty of the President to preside at all meetings of this Association . to&^sssssfSe&Bssssiis

Board of Directors, and shall call it together when necessary.
!.. In the event of the death or absence of the President, the Vice-President shall discharge

lllB Vo r. ghall be the duty of the Secretary to keep and preserve the books of the Association ;

tions with forms for organization and annual reports, ana to gi 
Board meetings through the press or otherwise.
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11. tlu* «luty uf the Treasurer to 
inn}as tin* Hoard : to twelve from the Secretary all moneys belonginv 

e same : to |itiy them out on older endorsed by the 
nttm re|M>rt of nil receipts and disbursements at

to tin* Associa 
President and 
each Annual Meeting.
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mu' form, having oix-anized ourselv
1 ""'it' for District) Associai..... \,,
Association, and
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forward to the Secretary an 
. written in the accompany-

v* ,n,'" ............. <"r District) Association to he known as
u , ' o-.ur to heroine affiliated to the Ontario live-Keeners’

v. glee to conform I" tlu Constitution and Hy Laws of said Association " 
h,,rin of application as follows :

" We, whose names arc

I

Names <•! those already 
Members of O. 1 : K 1*0. ! v 

A Address hm" \ ames ( Id h9 not already 
of O. K K. A

P.O. | 
Address Firs. Remark»
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